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For our fi rst Vintage Jewellery & Accessories auction of 2016 we have 
some great items for you. Whether you are looking for Valentine’s gifts or 
just something to add to your own collection, we can cover it.

There are some beautiful pieces of Scottish jewellery, for example lot 
181, a late Victorian gold Scottish agate set brooch. There are also 
banded agate bead necklaces, these always prove popular so should 
fetch good prices on the day.

We have some lovely items of late 19th century garnet jewellery, lot 211, 
a late 19th century garnet cabochon cluster brooch will attract attention 
due to its sizeable central garnet cabochon. There are other beautiful 
garnet brooches together with necklaces and earrings too.

There is an interesting variety of Scandinavian designer jewellery, with 
the ever popular Georg Jensen, lots 564 and 565 a ‘Surf’ bracelet, 

brooch and ear clips by Nanna Ditzel for Georg Jensen are bound to 
be a hit with buyers. The most striking piece I feel is lot 571, an 18ct 
gold lapis lazuli and diamond ring by Lapponia, although it’s an abstract 
design it’s very elegant.

Antique jewellery cases have been selling very well in the last two 
auctions and we have lots more in this auction, from lot 742.

A designer handbag or scarf could make someone very happy on 
Valentine’s day. Our star lots are two Hermes Birkin bags, but we have 
examples from Louis Vuitton, Chanel and Burberry too.

Our website shows additional images and condition reports for these 
lots and feel free to contact us if you need any further information.
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General Information
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COMPETITIVE buyer’s premium

LIVE online bidding

FULLY illustrated catalogue

EASY to use, functional website

ACCURATE condition reports

SPECIALISTS on hand to offer advice

TRACKED AND INSURED shipping*

*Please contact Fellows for further information.

Why Sell?
HIGH PRICES consistently achieved

FLEXIBLE commission rates

FREE valuations with no obligation to consign

RAPID turnaround for your goods

TARGETED advertising to a global audience

SUPERIOR quality catalogues

FULLY integrated website

Additional Images 
and Condition Reports 
can be found online at our 
website www.fellows.co.uk

Telephone Bidding is available 
if you cannot attend an auction. 
Please ring 0121 212 2131 to 
arrange a telephone line.

Follow Us

Further information
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0121 212 6306

sophieh@fellows.co.uk

Annaliese Foster BA (Hons)

Costume Jewellery Specialist

0121 212 6306
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Contact the department...Free Live Bidding!
Fellows are delighted to announce the introduction 

of Fellows Live. This is a new bidding platform where 

all bidders can follow the sale and bid online for free. 

Say goodbye to additional surcharges when it comes 

to bidding! Anyone using Fellows Live will only have to 

pay the standard Buyer’s Premium (plus VAT), on items 

purchased using this method.

Key to Symbols
 Item may have export 

restrictions for customers 
outside of the EU.

 Lot comes with box.

 Lot comes with associated 
papers/warranty cards.

Important Notice
Neither Fellows nor the Vendors are responsible for any 
reference as to the condition of lots listed. The absence 
of such reference does not imply that a lot is in good 
condition or free from faults or imperfections. All weights 
and dimensions are approximate. Purchasers are advised 
to carefully inspect lots and make their own opinion as to 
the condition. Please see section 7 under ‘Bidders’ in our full 
terms and conditions. View Fellows Important Notices in full 
and full terms and conditions at the back of the catalogue.
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 23% (plus VAT) or 27.6% (VAT included)

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN - a small black leather Legend 
handbag. Designed with a black calf leather exterior, 
featuring dual looping top handles and a detachable 
shoulder strap, with a curved top zip fastening, maker’s 
front stamped logo and a black textile lined interior. 
Measuring 12.5 by 22 by 25.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£180-260 (plus 27.6% BP*)

1

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN - a square Scribble Scarf. 
Featuring a dark grey centre with abstract scribble detail 
and a light wide surrounding border. Measuring 116 by 
117cms. With maker’s envelope case. £70-100 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

2#

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN - a necklace. A colourless and 
brown paste, gold-tone statement necklace of tiered design 
with two fancy link chains to the central foliate motif with a 
large fancy emerald cut colourless paste to the centre and 
fi nished with a pear shaped brown paste drop. Stamped 
‘AMQ’. Length 47cms. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

3

ALEXANDFER WANG - a Daze Scratch Oversized white 
denim jacket. Designed with front button fastenings and 
four exterior pockets. Labelled Alexander Wang. Size XS. 
£60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

4

ANYA HINDMARCH - a Bathurst Giant Pixels Satchel. 
Featuring a multicoloured patchwork leather exterior, with 
gold-tone hardware, a rear zip pocket, black suede side 
gussets, two interchangeable top handles, a turn-lock front 
fastening and three interior side pockets. Measuring 14 by 
25 by 32cms. With maker’s care card, quality control card 
and dust bag. £480-680 (plus 27.6% BP*)

5

ANYA HINDMARCH - a silver Crackle leather handbag. 
Designed with a metallic silver cracked leather exterior, 
featuring pale gold-tone hardware, front fl ap pocket, single 
leather handle, magnetic fastening and a beige suede 
lined interior. Measuring 15 by 28 by 35cms. £50-80 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

6
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 23% (plus VAT) or 27.6% (VAT included)

Condition reports available for all these lots at www.fellows.co.uk

ARMANI JEANS - two handbags. To include a smooth 
black faux leather boston bag with a contrasting red faux 
lizard skin panel, with dual rolled handles and detachable 
crossbody strap, together with a burgundy PVC crossbody 
bag, featuring a large embossed logo to the front and a 
silver-tone medallion. Lengths measue 26 and 27cms. 
With maker’s dust bags. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ALGERNON ASPREY - a rare vintage whale skin 
briefcase. Believed to be 1970s, crafted from black whale 
skin, featuring gold-tone hardware, a reinforced leather 
top handle, dual combination locks, and two applied coins 
at the centre detailing Hooper & Co and Rolls Royce. 
Measuring 7.5 by 31.5 by 43cms. £200-300 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

BALENCIAGA - a pony skin Classic City handbag. Crafted 
from printed tonal brown pony skin with glazed blue-grey 
lambskin leather trim, featuring gold-tone hardware to 
include stud and buckle details, with a front zip pocket, 
dual rolled leather top handles with woven trim and a 
detachable shoulder strap, top zip fastening with long 
tasseled details and a black fabric lined interior. Measuring 
14 by 25 by 38cms. With maker’s dust bag. £200-300 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

BALENCIAGA - a Billfold Logo Wallet. Designed with a 
black leather exterior, featuring the maker’s name printed 
to the centre in bold white contrasting font, opening to 
a neon yellow leather lined interior, with multiple card 
slots and slip pockets. Measuring 1 by 9 by 11cms. With 
maker’s care card and box. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

BALLY - an embossed alligator leather briefcase. Designed 
with an alligator embossed brown leather exterior, featuring 
a rear zip pocket, single top handle and a detachable 
leather shoulder strap, gold-tone logo engraved lockable 
latch fastening with key, opening to multiple interior 
compartments and beige canvas lining. Measuring 9 by 30 
by 39cms. £200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

BOTTEGA VENETA - an embroidered Intrecciato 
handbag. Featuring the maker’s signature Intrecciato 
woven exterior topped with intricate embroidered leather 
detailing, accented with antique gold-tone hardware, dual 
rolled leather handles, an open top with tan suede lining 
and three interior compartments. Measuring 14 by 22 by 
40cms. £400-600 (plus 27.6% BP*)

7
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 23% (plus VAT) or 27.6% (VAT included)

Condition reports available for all these lots at www.fellows.co.uk

BURBERRY - a Medium Banner Tote handbag. Designed 
with a semi-structured shape, crafted from navy blue 
grained leather with contrasting woven cotton side panels 
in maker’s signature House Check pattern, featuring dual 
rolled leather top handles, an optional adjustable leather 
shoulder strap, polished gold-tone hardware, black canvas 
lining and three main interior compartments. Measuring 
16 by 24.5 by 36cms. With maker’s dust bag and product 
pamphlet. £320-420 (plus 27.6% BP*)

BURBERRY - a plaid canvas handbag. Featuring a plaid 
canvas exterior with brown leather trim, dual rolled leather 
handles, detachable shoulder strap, top zip fastening 
and brown canvas lining. Measuring 14 by 25 by 34cms. 
£180-260 (plus 27.6% BP*)

BURBERRY - a black leather studded hobo handbag. 
Designed with a black leather exterior with gold-tone spike 
stud embellishments, with a detachable studded leather 
top handle, maker’s engraved logo plaque to the lower 
front and one interior zip pocket. Fastening AF. Measuring 
21 by 33 by 38cms. With maker’s dust bag. £300-400 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

BURBERRY - a small barrel handbag. Designed with 
maker’s House Check printed nylon exterior and brown 
leather trim, featuring thin rolled leather handles, top zip 
fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 11 by 11 
by 21.5cms. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

BURBERRY - an Animal Print Check Folding Umbrella. 
The folding umbrella, crafted from showerproof technical 
fabric with an animal print check pattern, a black leather 
strap with press-stud fastening and logo engraved polished 
metal detail at handle. With maker’s box. £60-90 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

CARTIER - a vintage crocodile skin handbag. Crafted 
from black polished crocodile skin, featuring a detachable 
yellow-metal rope chain with a box clasp, matching yellow-
metal top clip fastening and octagonal textured grommets, 
three interior compartments, lined with smooth black 
leather. Chain length 84cms. Chain weight 161.7gms. 
Handbag measuring 5.5 by 23 by 30cms. £2,000-3,000 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

CARTIER - a Pasha travel alarm clock. Featuring a 
stainless steel case, reference 3023, serial 700521AL, 
unsigned quartz movement, white dial with baton hour 
markers, quarterly Arabic numerals, in a pink leather logo 
patterned case. 47mm. Outer case 52mm. £280-380 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 23% (plus VAT) or 27.6% (VAT included)

CARTIER - a pair of C Decor rimless sunglasses. 
Featuring wooden arms with silver-tone metal detailing, set 
with brown gradient rimless lenses. Signed Cartier, 140b. 
With maker’s case. £250-350 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CARTIER - a pair of aviator sunglasses. The brown lenses 
with gold-plated thin metal frames with striped motif along 
the bridge and temples. Stamped Cartier Paris Made In 
France 140 62 14. With maker’s fi tted case, pouch, box 
and papers. £200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CARTIER - a pair of rimless sunglasses. Featuring a 
single wraparound gradient lens from dark magenta to light 
grey, with gold-tone frames, fl ame like temples and dark 
magenta ear pieces. With maker’s box. £200-300 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

CARTIER - a pair of rimless sunglasses. Designed with a 
single rimless wraparound brown gradient lens, gold-tone 
temples with logo detail and brown ear pieces. With 
maker’s box. £200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CÉLINE - a Bicolour Micro Luggage handbag. Crafted 
from smooth black leather and contrasting textured white 
calfskin, featuring a front zip pocket, rolled leather top 
handles, winged sides, top zip fastening, a black leather 
lined interior and four protective base studs. Measuring 13 
by 26 by 26cms. With maker’s care guide and dust bag. 
£450-650 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CÉLINE - a Macadam backpack. Designed with maker’s 
classic monogram coated canvas exterior with tan leather 
trim, featuring a front and side zip pocket, single top 
handle, dual adjustable shoulder straps, magnetic top fl ap 
closure and one interior patch pocket. Measuring 15.5 by 
23 by 28cms. £260-360 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CÉLINE - a brown Macadam document case. Crafted from 
maker’s brown monogram coated canvas with tan leather 
trim, featuring maker’s logo crest on a tan leather patch, 
wraparound zip fastening and one interior zip pocket. 
Measuring 29 by 39.5cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

20#

21#

22#

23#
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 23% (plus VAT) or 27.6% (VAT included)

CHANEL - a Paris New York Alligator Bowling handbag. 
From the maker’s Paris/New York Collection, crafted from 
ivory alligator leather, featuring aged silver-tone hardware, 
dual chain top handles with detachable ‘P.N.Y’ bag charm, 
with three zipped compartments and a cream leather lined 
interior. Measuring 14 by 15 by 27cms. With maker’s dust 
bag and authenticity card. £2,500-3,000 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a sequin New Mini Flap handbag. The cream 
satin exterior with metallic tonal sequin embellishments 
featured throughout, with polished silver-tone hardware, 
dual chain-link and leather shoulder straps, maker’s classic 
CC turn-lock front fastening, cream leather and beige satin 
lining and a single interior zip pocket. Measuring 5 by 13 
by 19.5cms. £600-800 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a chevron quilted silver leather Boy handbag. 
Featuring a silver leather exterior with chevron quilted 
detailing and ribbed leather trim, with aged silver-tone 
hardware, chain-link and leather shoulder strap, top fl ap 
closure with CC push-lock fastening, silver grosgrain 
lining and two interior side pockets. Measuring 6 by 17 by 
28cms. With maker’s authenticity card, dust bag and box. 
£1,400-2,000 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a teal Medium Boy Reverso Flap handbag. 
Featuring a teal blue leather exterior with diamond quilted 
leather trim, with antique silver-tone hardware, chain-link 
and leather shoulder strap, top fl ap closure with CC spring 
release fastening, three interior compartments, blue 
grosgrain lining and three main interior compartments. 
Measuring 7 by 15 by 27.5cms. With maker’s authenticity 
card. £650-850 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a metallic silver Unlimited hobo handbag. 
Featuring a logo patterned silver nylon exterior, an 
adjustable fl at shoulder strap, top zip fastening and a 
black fabric lined interior. Measuring 15 by 35 by 52cms. 
£450-650 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a Chocolate Bar handbag. Designed with 
a beige square quilted leather exterior with polished 
silver-tone hardware, featuring dual leather shoulder 
straps, a rear slip pocket, front cut out logo plaque, top 
zip fastening and cream logo fabric lining. Measuring 20 
by 22 by 30cms. With maker’s dust bag. £180-260 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

27|
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 23% (plus VAT) or 27.6% (VAT included)

Condition reports available for all these lots at www.fellows.co.uk

CHANEL - a lambskin leather handbag. Designed with 
a black lambskin leather exterior, featuring a front zip 
compartment with embroidered CC logo, a rear slip pocket, 
dual fl at leather shoulder straps, top zip closure and black 
grosgrain interior lining. Measuring 10 by 25 by 32cms. 
£700-900 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a vintage quilted leather handbag. Featuring 
the maker’s iconic diamond quilted navy blue lambskin 
leather exterior with gold-tone hardware, double chain 
and interwoven leather shoulder straps with hanging CC 
medallion, lined with matching leather, one interior pocket 
and top zip closure. Measuring 10 by 22 by 38cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £340-440 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a black Quilted Ritz Flap handbag. Designed 
with a diamond quilted black leather exterior, with polished 
gunmetal hardware, featuring dual chain and leather top 
handles, a central compartment with hinged frame and top 
clip fastening, a front compartment with fl ap closure and 
maker’s classic CC turn-lock logo fastening and a rear 
zip compartment, opening to a black fabric lined interior. 
Measuring 15 by 18 by 37cms. With maker’s authenticity 
card and product pamphlet. £350-450 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a vintage red lambskin leather Grand Shopping 
Tote XL. Crafted from red lambskin leather, featuring a 
quilted top crest, polished gold-tone hardware, chain and 
leather interlaced handles, large hanging CC logo charm, 
magnetic snap button fastenings and two interior zip 
pockets. Measuring 12.5 by 33 by 37cms. With maker’s 
authenticity card. £800-1,200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a Petite Timeless Tote. Crafted from pebbled 
black caviar leather with maker’s classic diamond quilting 
and large applied CC logo to the centre front, with polished 
gold-tone hardware, chain and woven leather handles, top 
zip fastening and two open side pockets. Measuring 13 by 
19 by 25cms. £650-850 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a Grand Shopping Tote. Crafted from grained 
black caviar leather with maker’s classic diamond quilting 
and large embroidered CC logo to the centre front, with 
polished gold-tone hardware, a rear patch pocket, chain 
and leather handles and an open top with three main 
interior compartments. Measuring 13 by 25 by 33cms. 
£900-1,400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

33
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 23% (plus VAT) or 27.6% (VAT included)

CHANEL - a blue Jumbo Classic Double Flap handbag. 
Featuring a royal blue quilted lambskin leather exterior with 
gold-tone hardware, CC logo turn-lock fastening, double 
chain and interwoven leather strap and an inner fl ap 
closure with matching blue leather lining. Measuring 9 by 
20 by 30cms. With maker’s dust bag. £1,200-1,800 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a burgundy Jumbo Classic Flap handbag. 
Featuring a burgundy quilted lambskin leather exterior, with 
gold-tone hardware, maker’s CC logo turn-lock fastening, 
double chain and interwoven leather shoulder strap and 
a burgundy leather lined interior. Measuring 8.5 by 21 by 
30.5cms. £1,500-2,000 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a Maxi Caviar Classic Double Flap handbag. 
Featuring maker’s signature black quilted caviar leather 
exterior, with gold-tone hardware, maker’s CC logo 
turn-lock fastening, a rear patch pocket, double chain and 
interwoven leather shoulder strap, a secondary inner fl ap 
closure and a smooth burgundy leather lining. Measuring 
9 by 23 by 33cms. With maker’s product guides, dust bag 
and box. £1,800-2,400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a Maxi Caviar Classic Double Flap handbag. 
Featuring maker’s signature black quilted caviar leather 
exterior, with silver-tone hardware, maker’s CC logo 
turn-lock fastening, a rear patch pocket, double chain and 
interwoven leather shoulder strap, a secondary inner fl ap 
closure and smooth burgundy leather lining. Measuring 
9 by 23 by 33cms. With maker’s product pamphlets, dust 
bag and box. £1,600-2,200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a Medium Classic Double Flap handbag. 
Designed with maker’s iconic diamond quilted black 
lambskin leather exterior, with gold-tone hardware, a rear 
patch pocket, maker’s signature turn-lock logo fastening, 
double chain and interwoven leather shoulder strap and an 
inner fl ap closure with burgundy leather lining. Measuring 
6 by 15.5 by 25cms. With maker’s product pamphlets, dust 
bag and box. £1,500-2,000 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a vintage Medium Classic Double Flap 
handbag. Designed with maker’s iconic diamond quilted 
black lambskin leather exterior, with gold-tone hardware, 
a rear patch pocket, signature turn-lock logo fastening, 
double chain and interwoven leather shoulder strap and an 
inner fl ap closure with burgundy leather lining. Measuring 
6.5 by 15 by 25cms. £900-1,400 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 23% (plus VAT) or 27.6% (VAT included)

CHANEL - a vintage Small Double Flap handbag. 
Designed with maker’s iconic diamond quilted black 
lambskin leather exterior, with gold-tone hardware, a rear 
patch pocket, maker’s signature turn-lock logo fastening, 
double chain and interwoven leather shoulder strap and an 
inner fl ap closure with burgundy leather lining. Measuring 6 
by 14 by 22cms. £900-1,400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a vintage Quilted Flap handbag. Featuring 
a quilted black lambskin leather exterior with gold-tone 
hardware accents, a rear slip pocket, chain and leather 
shoulder strap, front fl ap closure with interlocking CC 
twist-lock fastening and a burgundy leather lined interior. 
Measuring 6 by 17 by 24cms. £1,200-1,800 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

CHANEL - a 90s vintage Caviar leather handbag. Crafted 
from black grained caviar leather, featuring embroidered 
CC logos along the base trim, with gold-tone hardware, 
two exterior slip pockets, chain and leather shoulder 
straps, top zip fastening with hanging logo charm and 
a black grosgrain lined interior. Measuring 8.5 by 25 by 
27cms. With maker’s care guide, authenticity card and 
box. £600-800 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a large brown calf leather quilted camera 
handbag. Featuring a brown diamond quilted leather 
exterior, with gold-tone hardware, two exterior slip pockets, 
double chain and woven leather handles with leather 
shoulder pads, top zip fastening and a caramel leather 
lined interior. Measuring 7 by 20 by 28cms. £600-800 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a vintage Caviar leather handbag. Designed 
with a textured brown caviar leather exterior, with single 
structured looping top handle, a large rear slip pocket, 
front fl ap closure with gold-tone CC turn-lock fastening and 
two interior side pockets. Measuring 11 by 24 by 29cms. 
£760-960 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - an In-The-Mix handbag. Designed with a 
quilted, shimmering, soft brown leather exterior with a 
contrasting glossy brown, crinkled calfskin top crest, 
featuring tan leather handles and traditional chain shoulder 
straps, antique silver-tone hardware, maker’s CC logo 
plaque, a magnetic snap button fastening and burgundy 
canvas lining. Measuring 15 by 30 by 45cms. £800-1,200 
(plus 27.6% BP*)
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CHANEL - a Mini Ligne Cambon handbag. Designed with 
a black quilted leather exterior and white interlocking CC 
logo to one side, with a rear patch pocket, long double 
black leather cord crossbody strap and a top zip fastening. 
Measuring 2.5 by 12 by 15cms. £200-300 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

CHANEL - a black metallic crackled lambskin leather 
Wallet On Chain handbag. Crafted from black diamond 
quilted, metallic crackled lambskin leather with gunmetal 
hardware accents, featuring maker’s front CC logo plaque, 
a rear patch pocket, top fl ap closure with snap button 
fastening, optional foldout shoulder strap and a black 
grosgrain lined interior. Measuring 3.5 by 12.5 by 19cms. 
With maker’s authenticity card. £320-420 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a pink patent leather Wallet On Chain handbag. 
Crafted from neon pink patent leather with white central 
CC logo, top fl ap closure with snap button fastening, 
optional foldout silver-tone chain and leather shoulder 
strap and a fuchsia pink leather and grosgrain lined 
interior. Measuring 2.5 by 12 by 19cms. £350-450 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a silver leather Wallet On Chain handbag. 
Crafted from silver grained leather with silver-tone 
hardware accents, featuring a central CC logo plaque, top 
fl ap closure with snap button fastening, optional foldout 
shoulder strap and a beige logo fabric lined interior. 
Measuring 3 by 13 by 19cms. £400-600 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a Precious Symbols Pochette handbag. 
Designed from black lambskin leather with an embossed 
square grid and maker’s iconic symbols featured 
throughout, with polished silver-tone CC logo emblem to 
the centre front, a chain and woven leather wrist strap, top 
zip fastening and black logo fabric lining. Measuring 2 by 
10 by 22cms. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a black Jersey Chain Pochette handbag. 
Crafted from black jersey fabric with polished gunmetal 
hardware, featuring ribbed detailing at the lower corners, 
maker’s CC front logo plaque, oversized chain and jersey 
shoulder strap, and a magnetic snap button fastening. 
Measuring 2 by 12 by 26cms. £250-350 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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CHANEL - a pink Deauville cosmetic pouch. Crafted 
from durable pale pink tweed canvas, with maker’s logo 
embroidered to the centre front, top zip fastening and a 
pink quilted nylon interior lining. Measuring 1.5 by 19 by 
27cms. With maker’s dust bag. £90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - an Airline Collection leather clutch. Crafted from 
powder blue and black lambskin leather, with an applied 
red and navy blue leather abstract aeroplane and metallic 
embossed ‘CC’ logos, top zip fastening featuring an acrylic 
warning sign zip pull and lined with a quilted fabric interior. 
Measuring 1.5 by 24 by 34cms. £200-300 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

CHANEL - a black quilted make-up pouch. Designed 
with a black quilted leather exterior, a rear patch pocket, 
small gunmetal CC logo to the centre front, magnetic 
snap button fastening and inner zip closure, opening to an 
interior fi tted mirror and burgundy quilted lining. Measuring 
5 by 19 by 15cms. £300-400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHANEL - a logo headband. Designed as a navy blue 
ribbon, with central bow detail and white scalloped trim. 
With maker’s box. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHLOÉ - a black leather handbag. Featuring gold-tone 
hardware, dual rolled leather top handles, a detachable 
shoulder strap, front zip pocket with ruched detailing, top 
zip fastening and beige canvas interior lining. Measuring 
13 by 30 by 41cms. With maker’s dust bag. £80-120 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

CHLOÉ - a Sally Frame handbag. Crafted from rich pink 
grained leather, with gold-tone hardware accents to include 
a wraparound frame, chain straps with leather shoulder 
guard, overlapping double front fl ap secured by a logo 
embossed clip closure, opening to a beige fabric lined 
interior. Measuring 13 by 22 by 28cms. With maker’s 
authenticity card and care guide. £220-320 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

CHLOÉ - a Paddington shoulder bag. Crafted from dark 
brown leather with beige topstitch detailing, featuring two 
large exterior slip pockets, double wraparound zips at the 
bag base for optional width expansion, with side buckle 
details, top fl ap with maker’s signature oversized padlock 
and key, adjustable leather shoulder strap and a cream 
canvas lined interior. Measuring 3 by 30 by 35cms. With 
maker’s dust bag and care card. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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CHRISTIAN DIOR - a Cannage Quilted Lady Dior GM 
handbag. Designed with maker’s signature quilted black 
leather exterior, featuring rigid looping leather top handles, 
a detachable leather shoulder strap, polished gold-tone 
hardware, maker’s signature hanging logo charm, top 
zip fastening and red cannage patterned lining with one 
interior zip pocket. Measuring 11 by 24 by 32cms. With 
maker’s care guide and authenticity card. £700-900 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a Cannage Lady Dior handbag. 
Featuring a white lambskin leather exterior with maker’s 
iconic cannage quilted pattern, polished silver-tone 
hardware, rigid top handles with hanging logo charm, long 
detachable shoulder strap, zip fastening and one interior 
side pocket. Measuring 10 by 20 by 25cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £450-650 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a patent leather Miss Dior Promonade 
handbag. Designed with pale pink patent leather exterior, 
featuring the cannage quilted pattern, a detachable chain 
shoulder strap with a leather shoulder pad, polished 
silver-tone hardware, top fl ap push lock closure and lined 
with matching pink leather. Measuring 7 by 13 by 21.5cms. 
With maker’s dust bag and authenticity card. £400-600 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a small Diorissimo saddle pouch. 
Featuring the maker’s blue Diroissimo logo canvas 
exterior, with navy blue leather piping and detachable 
top handle, zip fastening and navy nylon interior lining. 
Measuring 4 by 15 by 22cms. With maker’s dust bag, 
authenticity card and box. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a black saddle handbag. Featuring a 
black coated canvas exterior with a ‘Dior’ print and black 
leather trim, with a fl at shoulder strap, zip top fastening, 
black canvas lining and one interior pocket. Measuring 7 
by 19.5 by 20cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a pair of limited edition Winter 
Wonderland sunglasses. Designed as a pair of wrap 
around grey lens sunglasses featuring wide temples with 
refl ective panels, engraved with a foliate pattern and 
decorated with fl oral colourless Swarovski crystals. With 
maker’s case. £90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a pair of Sport 1 sunglasses. 
Designed with oversized wraparound lenses in refl ective 
dark bronze, featuring retractable fl exible ear pieces and 
gold-tone logos to each side temple. With maker’s case. 
£100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a pair of earrings and a brooch. 
To include a pair of gold-tone clip-on hoop earrings 
with a linear textured pattern, together with a gold-tone 
and colourless paste brooch in the shape of a butterfl y 
featuring openwork detail. Signed ‘Chr. Dior’. £40-60 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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CHRISTIAN DIOR - three pairs of clip-on earrings. To 
include a pair of imitation pearl and silver-tone ear clips, a 
pair of black enamel, colourless paste and gold-tone clips, 
together with a cross motif pair with rope textured hoops of 
gold-tone. Stamped ‘Chr. Dior’. With maker’s box. £60-90 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

CHRISTIAN DIOR - a necklace. Designed as a fi ve strand 
gold-tone chain necklace featuring round black beads at 
intervals with colourless paste spacers featuring a snap 
lock fastening in the shape of the maker’s initials. Signed 
‘Chr. Dior’. Length measures 85cms. £30-50 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN - an A5 notebook and leather 
cleaning products. To include a hardback notebook, some 
dark brown leather wax and some waterproofi ng spray. 
Book with maker’s cardboard sleeve and bag. £30-50 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

COCCINELLE - a black and white leather handbag. 
Featuring a smooth black leather exterior with a laser cut 
pattern revealing contrasting white leather, toped with a 
single leather handle and removable crossbody strap and 
a metallic interior. Measuring 13 by 21.5 by 26.5cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

COCCINELLE - a peach leather backpack. Crafted from 
peach coloured full-grain leather, featuring adjustable 
and removable shoulder straps with a contrasting grey 
underside, lined with white canvas, gold-tone hardware 
and fastened with a swivel clasp. Measuring 14 by 23 by 
24cms. With maker’s dust bag. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

COCCINELLE - a black Saffi ano leather handbag. 
Designed with a black textured leather exterior, dual fl at 
top handles with a removable shoulder strap, gold-tone 
hardware, top zip fastening and lined with cream canvas 
fabric. Measuring 15 by 25 by 33cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

COCCINELLE - a taupe Saffi ano leather handbag. 
Designed with a taupe textured leather exterior, topped 
with double rolled leather handles and a removable 
shoulder strap, gold-tone hardware and four interior 
pockets. Measuring 15 by 23 by 30cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

COCCINELLE - a small white Saffi ano leather handbag. 
Designed with a white textured leather exterior, topped with 
dual rolled handles, removable crossbody strap, gold-tone 
hardware, magnetic snap fastening and lined with grey 
canvas. Measuring 16 by 20 by 29.5cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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DOLCE & GABBANA - a pebbled brown leather handbag. 
Crafted from soft brown pebbled leather, featuring a fl ap 
top closure with stud detail, dual fl at tapered handles, 
gold-tone hardware, a ‘D’ and ‘G’ medallion, lined with dark 
brown canvas and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 11 by 
27 by 31cms. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

DOLCE & GABBANA - a leopard print canvas handbag. 
Designed with a decorative chain and beaded shoulder 
strap, leopard print canvas exterior, multi-tone hardware 
with the maker’s plaque to the front and black leather and 
satin lining. Measuring 4.5 by 16 by 22cms. £40-60 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

DOLCE & GABBANA - a pair of black lace brogues. 
Featuring perforated black patent leather trim with black 
lace panels, black cord laces and soft leather lining. 
Labelled Dolce & Gabbana. Size 37, UK size 4. With 
maker’s dust bags and box. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

DOLCE & GABBANA - a pair of black lace brogues. 
Featuring perforated black patent leather trim with black 
lace panels, black cord laces and soft leather lining. 
Labelled Dolce & Gabbana. Size 38, UK size 5. With 
maker’s box. £80-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

DOLCE & GABBANA - a pair of black lace brogues. 
Featuring perforated black patent leather trim with black 
lace panels, black cord laces and soft leather lining. 
Labelled Dolce & Gabbana. Size 40, UK size 6.5. With 
maker’s dust bags and box. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

DUNHILL - a briefcase. Crafted from black coated canvas 
and smooth brown leather trim, featuring matte gold-tone 
hardware, accordion sides, rolled leather top handle, 
combination lock and lined with a green tartan fabric. 
Measuring 9 by 32 by 41cms. £90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FENDI - a leather Petite 2Jours handbag. Designed with 
a pink leather exterior, with polished gold-tone hardware, 
dual rolled leather handles and optional shoulder strap, 
detachable bag charm, snap button fastening and tonal 
pink striped textile lining. Measuring 11 by 21 by 26cms. 
£180-260 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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FENDI - a Zucca Boston handbag. Designed with maker’s 
classic zucca canvas exterior in dark brown with matching 
leather trim, double rolled leather handles, gunmetal 
hardware, fastened with a lockable top zip with hanging 
clochette and key. Measuring 15 by 18 by 25cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FENDI - a Zucca canvas baguette handbag and wallet. 
Designed with the maker’s brown zucca canvas exterior 
with dark brown leather trim, double fl ap closure with a 
single adjustable top handle and gunmetal hardware, 
together with a matching wallet featuring coin and card 
compartments. Measuring 8 by 16 by 25 and 10 by 
18.5cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FENDI - a silk scarf. Featuring a mustard yellow polka-dot 
pattern with large striped roses in shades of grey on a 
cream logo patterned background and a thin grey border. 
Measuring 68 by 176cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FENDI - a Selleria Pom Pom Keychain. Featuring a large 
pink fox fur pom pom on a matching pink leather cord 
strap, to the silver-tone ring clip and maker’s logo tag. 
Length measures approximately 18cms. £70-100 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a navy blue leather Aurora handbag. Featuring 
a laser cut circular design on smooth navy blue leather, 
decorated with gold-tone studs, topped with fl at double 
layered handles, magnetic snap fastening and three 
interior pockets. Measuring 14.5 by 30 by 33cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a taupe leather Aurora handbag. Featuring 
a laser cut circular design on smooth taupe leather, 
decorated with gold-tone studs, topped with fl at double 
layered handles, magnetic snap fastening and three 
interior pockets. Measuring 14.5 by 30 by 33cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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FURLA - a white leather Aurora handbag. Featuring a laser 
cut circular design on smooth white leather, decorated with 
gold-tone studs, topped with fl at double layered handles, 
magnetic snap fastening and three interior pockets. 
Measuring 14.5 by 30 by 33cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a beige leather Vittoria handbag. Crafted from 
smooth beige leather, featuring expanding sides, dual fl at 
leather handles, gold-tone hardware, magnetic fastening 
and brown suede lining, with a detachable large matching 
purse. Measuring 17 by 30 by 32cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a large red leather handbag. Designed with a 
red saffi ano leather exterior, with dual rolled handles, a 
hanging logo medallion, gold-tone hardware, fastened with 
a magnetic snap button and lined with red canvas fabric. 
Measuring 16 by 27.5 by 40cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a pale pink leather handbag. Designed with a 
dusty rose textured leather exterior, topped with dual rolled 
handles with a removable crossbody strap, a hanging 
gold-tone logo medallion, three interior pockets and lined 
with taupe canvas fabric. Measuring 14 by 22 by 30.5cms. 
£80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a beige leather handbag. Crafted from beige full-
grain leather, with an adjustable smooth leather crossbody 
strap, gold-tone hardware, lined with matching beige fabric 
and fastened with a top zip closure. Measuring 12 by 23 by 
33cms. With maker’s dust bag. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a peach leather Giada handbag. Crafted from 
peach full-grain leather, featuring a front slip pocket, dual 
fl at leather handles, gold-tone hardware, three interior 
pockets, lined with taupe canvas and fastened by a zip top 
closure. Measuring 13 by 26 by 35cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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FURLA - a small red leather handbag. Crafted from smooth 
red leather, topped with dual rolled handles, removable 
shoulder strap, gold-tone hardware with a top zip closure, 
lined with brown suede and red canvas fabric. Measuring 
12 by 21 by 25cms. With maker’s dust bag. £80-120 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a small black and white leather handbag. Crafted 
from smooth black and contrasting white leather, topped 
with dual rolled handles, removable shoulder strap, 
gold-tone hardware with a top zip closure, lined with black 
suede and canvas fabric. Measuring 12 by 21 by 25cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

FURLA - a small black Saffi ano leather handbag. Designed 
with a black textured leather exterior, with a single top 
handle, removable shoulder strap, gold-tone hardware, 
black suede lining, fastened with a drawstring closure. 
Measuring 9 by 15 by 19cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GIVENCHY - a Bambi Antigona shopper. Crafted from 
black coated canvas detailed with a printed bambi cartoon 
character and a portraiture painting to the centre front, 
with double thin leather handles, an open top and black 
woven twill lining. Defi cient of removable interior pouch. 
Measuring 20 by 33 by 40cms. £220-320 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - an Interlocking Flap handbag. Designed with a 
structured shape, with a polished black leather exterior, 
silver-tone hardware, chain link shoulder strap, logo 
clip front fastening and two main interior compartments. 
Measuring 5 by 19 by 28cms. With maker’s dust bag and 
care guide. £300-400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a silver canvas GG hobo handbag. Featuring a 
silver GG monogram canvas exterior, with smooth silver 
leather trim, a single leather top handle, pale gold-tone 
interlocking logo emblem to the lower front corner and 
engraved D-ring detail, magnetic snap button fastening 
and a striped fabric lining. Measuring 1 by 31 by 36cm. 
With maker’s product pamphlet and care card. £100-150 
(plus 27.6% BP*)
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GUCCI - a vintage Bardot Web handbag. Crafted from 
maker’s classic GG monogram canvas, with textured 
green leather trim, central white and green signature Web 
stripe detail, double rolled leather handles, front ‘G’ clip 
fastening and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 12 by 23 
by 34.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £100-150 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

GUCCI - a hobo handbag. Designed with maker’s GG 
monogram canvas exterior and textured brown leather 
trim, featuring a single fl at leather shoulder strap with 
horsebit hardware, top zip fastening, brown canvas lining 
and one interior side pocket. Measuring 3 by 29 by 36cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a Bardot handbag. Designed with the maker’s 
signature monogram canvas exterior and textured tan 
leather trim, gold-tone hardware, dual rolled leather top 
handles, a piston-lock front fastening and one interior zip 
pocket. Measuring 9 by 25 by 30cms. £60-90 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

GUCCI - a small Bardot handbag. Designed with the 
maker’s signature monogram canvas exterior and textured 
green leather trim, gold-tone hardware, dual rolled leather 
top handles, a piston-lock front fastening and one interior 
side pocket. Measuring 7 by 23 by 27cms. £40-60 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a Horsebit hobo handbag. Crafted from maker’s 
classic monogram canvas, featuring a single wide brown 
leather shoulder strap with large feature horsebit detail and 
top zip fastening. Measuring 10 by 22 by 37cms. £120-180 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a Charmy Boston handbag. Crafted in brown and 
beige monogram canvas, with dark brown textured leather 
trim and top handles, engraved pale gold-tone hardware, 
top zip fastening and brown fabric lining. Measuring 10.5 
by 16 by 29cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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GUCCI - an ivory Guccissima hobo handbag. Crafted 
from ivory monogram embossed leather, featuring pale 
gold-tone hardware, a fl at leather handle, logo engraved 
magnetic strap closure and black logo fabric lining. 
Measuring 8 by 21 by 30cms. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a small black holdall. Designed with a black 
coated canvas exterior with black leather trim, featuring a 
wide front pocket and maker’s large GG central emblem, 
with dual canvas top handles and a long adjustable 
crossbody strap, top zip fastening and a black nylon lined 
interior. Measuring 14 by 27 by 35cms. £40-60 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

GUCCI - a vintage GG Supreme duffl e bag. Featuring 
maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior with brown 
leather trim, with rolled leather handles, a detachable 
leather shoulder strap, top zip fastening and an interior 
zip pocket. Measuring 25 by 30 by 50cms. £350-450 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a Soho Boston handbag. Crafted from grey 
pebbled leather with pale gold-tone hardware, featuring the 
maker’s iconic interlocking GG logo embroidered on one 
side, with dual fl at leather handles, top zip fastening with 
an oversized leather tassel zip-pull and a cream canvas 
lined interior. Measuring 20 by 21 by 32cms. £220-320 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a vintage crossbody handbag. Designed with a 
blue GG patterned coated canvas exterior and navy blue 
leather trim, with a long adjustable leather crossbody strap, 
top fl ap closure with gold-tone turn-lock fastening, front 
patch pocket and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 5 by 
19 by 21cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a small Britt leather handbag. Crafted from 
grained black leather with pale gold-tone hardware, 
featuring a metal interlocking GG logo to the front, woven 
leather handle with metal studded links and oversized 
decorative tassel. Measuring 2 by 20 by 24cms. £70-100 
(plus 27.6% BP*)
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GUCCI - an ivory Guccissima wallet. Crafted from ivory 
monogram embossed leather, featuring a gold-tone 
hanging logo charm, with a snap button fastening and 
opening to multiple interior compartments. Measuring 1.5 
by 10.5 by 19cms. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a small Matelassé Marmont wallet. Crafted 
from chevron quilted red leather, with antique gold-tone 
hardware, featuring maker’s GG monogram plaque on the 
front and subtly stitched within the quilted exterior, with a 
snap button fastening and multiple interior compartments. 
Measuring 3 by 8 by 10.5cms. With maker’s card guide, 
dust bag and box. £90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a Hysteria continental wallet. Designed with a 
crinkled gold patent leather exterior, featuring maker’s 
frontal Hysteria emblem on the crossover strap, opening 
to a brown leather interior with multiple card slots and 
slip pockets and coin compartment on the reverse side. 
Measuring 2 by 9.5 by 19cms. £20-30 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a pair of strappy slingback stiletto sandals. 
Featuring red and pink leather straps and small GG button 
details. Labelled Gucci. Size 39, UK size 6. With maker’s 
dust bags, box and spare heel tips. £80-120 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

GUCCI - a pair of GG heeled pointed pumps. Crafted from 
maker’s classic GG monogram canvas, with a pointed toe 
with silver-tone chain and disk detailing and high stiletto 
heels. Labelled Gucci, size 40C. UK size 7. £50-80 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a GG Web silk twill scarf. Designed with maker’s 
original monogram background, a colourful fuchsia pink 
and green central Web stripe, with interlocking GG gold-
tone logo to one end, a pink border and two fringed edges. 
Measuring 88 by 185cms. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUCCI - a GG Web silk twill scarf. Designed with maker’s 
original monogram background, a colourful fuchsia pink 
and green central Web stripe, with interlocking GG gold-
tone logo to one end, a pink border and two fringed edges. 
Measuring 88 by 185cms. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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GUESS - a pair of black court shoes. Featuring a thin 
round stiletto heel and pointed toe, made from black suede 
with a gunmetal grey logo stud to the back of the heel. 
Labelled Guess. Size 39, UK size 5.5. With maker’s box. 
£40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

GUESS - a pair of fl ower platform heels. Crafted from 
beige leather with stiletto heel and open toe platform base 
decorated with multi-coloured leather fl owers, fastened by 
an ankle strap with gold-tone buckle. Labelled Guess. Size 
39, UK size 5.5. With maker’s box. £50-80 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

HERMÈS - a 2008 plum Clemence Birkin 35 handbag. 
Designed with a purple pebbled Clemence leather exterior, 
dual rolled leather handles, top fl ap and strap closure 
with polished gold-tone turn lock fastening, detachable 
clochette with maker’s padlock and key and four protective 
base feet. Measuring 18 by 25 by 35cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £4,000-6,000 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a 1991 black Porosus Crocodile Kelly 32 
handbag. Crafted from polished black crocodile skin 
with gold-tone hardware, featuring a rigid looping handle 
and a detachable shoulder strap, top fl ap and crossover 
strap closure with maker’s signature turn-lock fastening, 
detachable clochette with matching crocodile skin covered 
padlock with two keys, a lightly grained black leather lined 
interior with three side pockets and four protective base 
studs. Measuring 11 by 22 by 32cms. £5,000-7,000 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a 1989 black Kelly Sellier 32 handbag. 
Designed with a structured shape, crafted from smooth 
black box calf leather, featuring a rigid looping top handle, 
gold-tone hardware, front turn-lock and leather strap 
closure, detachable clochette with maker’s padlock and 
keys and four protective base feet. Measuring 11 by 21 by 
29cms. Defi cient of shoulder strap. With maker’s dust bag. 
£3,000-4,000 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a 1995 tan Kelly Sellier 28 handbag. Designed 
with a structured shape, crafted from lightly textured tan 
leather, featuring a rigid looping top handle, polished 
gold-tone hardware, front turn-lock and leather strap 
closure, detachable clochette with maker’s padlock and 
keys and four protective base studs. Defi cient of shoulder 
strap. Measuring 11 by 21 by 28.5cms. £2,800-3,200 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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HERMÈS - a fuchsia shiny alligator Constance long 
wallet. Designed with a fuchsia pink shiny alligator leather 
exterior, featuring a rear slip pocket, front fl ap closure with 
maker’s signature silver-tone ‘H’ fastener and multiple 
interior compartments. Measuring 2.5 by 12.5 by 20cms. 
£750-950 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a 2008 Trifold Epsom wallet. Crafted from light 
blue Epsom leather, opening to multiple card slots and slip 
pockets and a foldout clear window. Measuring 1 by 8 by 
11cms. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a small Fourre Tout canvas tote. Crafted from 
red cotton canvas, featuring double red exterior stripes, top 
handles and snap button fastenings. Measuring 8 by 21.5 
by 30cms. £100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a reversible logo buckle belt. Designed with 
grained red leather to one side and grained coral pink 
leather to the reverse side, featuring maker’s gold-tone 
detachable ‘H’ buckle fastening. Stamped Hermès, size 
85. With maker’s dust bag and fi tted box. £200-300 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a ‘Brides De Gala’ scarf and a pack of 
Knotting Cards. The scarf, designed by Hugo Grygkar, 
of an equestrian motif, featuring decorative bridles in a 
combination of grey and gold on a white background, with 
a pale pink border, together with a pick of Knotting Cards. 
Measuring 88 by 89cms. With maker’s boxes. £100-150 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a ‘Hippopolis’ silk scarf. Designed by Ugo 
Gattoni, with a unique surreal motif featuring a large 
horse monument with a playful background scene in a 
monochrome colour palette. Measuring 90 by 90cms. With 
maker’s box. £100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a ‘Le Laboratoire Du Temps’ silk scarf. 
Designed by Pierre Marie, fi rst issued in 2012, featuring 
a whimsy time machine in shades of pink and orange 
displaying a moment in history in a series of vignettes on a 
coral pink background with a lilac border. Measuring 89 by 
90cms. With maker’s box. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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HERMÈS - a ‘Polo Cup Palm Beach’ scarf. The red and 
white coloured scarf, designed by Chantal de Crissey, 
features a variety of polo players on horseback. Measuring 
90 by 90cms. With maker’s envelope case. £150-200 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a ‘Cols Verts’ silk scarf. Featuring ducks in long 
grass in tonal green and brown. Measuring 90 by 90cms. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a ‘Présentation de Chevaux’ silk scarf. 
Designed by Philippe Ledoux in 1970, titled ‘Horse Show’ 
and features a detailed print of the presentation of horses 
to their potential buyers, in pastel blue and green tones 
with gold coloured accents. Measuring 88 by 90cms. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a ‘Les Bois de Boulogne’ silk scarf. Designed 
by Hugo Grygkar, the green border with Bois de Boulogne 
landmarks named around it, surrounding a white 
background with grey and black silhouettes of ladies and 
gentlemen horse-riding and walking and a central crest 
with swans. Measuring 85 by 88cms. £80-120 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

HERMÈS - a ‘Cuivreries’ long silk scarf. Designed 
by Françoise de la Perriere and featured an array of 
equestrian buckles and harness trimmings in pale blue, 
brown and white. Measuring 28.8 by 73cms. £80-120 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a leather pen cover. From the maker’s “Petit h” 
collection, crafted with a pink leather exterior and purple 
interior. Measuring 1.5 by 15.5cm. With maker’s box and 
bag. £30-50 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - an ‘A Cheval!’ candle. The porcelain perfumed 
candle, within a faceted ceramic pot, inner-glazed in the 
maker’s trademark orange enamel. With maker’s fi tted box 
and product card. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a Clou De Selle ring. Featuring engraved 
mother-of-pearl of circular outline within a square setting 
with a double ring shank tapering into one. Stamped 
‘Hermes Paris Bijouterie Fantaisie’. Ring size Q1/2. £40-60 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

HERMÈS - a pair of men’s suede loafers. Crafted from 
red brushed suede with large red stitching featuring black 
enamel and gold-tone ‘H’ buckle detail, lined with tan 
leather and fi nished with black rubber soles. Size 46, UK 
size 12. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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JIMMY CHOO - a python skin handbag. Designed with an 
ombré black to cream python skin exterior, topped with 
dual rolled handles, gold-tone hardware, logo engraved 
front clip fastening and maker’s signature moleskin lined 
interior. Measuring 15 by 26 by 39cm. With maker’s dust 
bag. £250-350 (plus 27.6% BP*)

JIMMY CHOO - a white Marin fold over clutch. Designed 
with a white leather exterior with suede accents, gold-tone 
hardware, a low front zip pocket, a fold over top with zip 
closure, detachable wrist strap and beige moleskin interior 
lining. Measuring 6 by 23 by 35cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

JIMMY CHOO - a patent leather Reese clutch. Featuring 
a beige patient leather exterior, with polished gold-tone 
hardware, engraved front logo plaque, snap button 
fastening, smooth beige leather lining with multiple interior 
card slots, slip pockets and a zipped coin compartment. 
Measuring 2 by 12 by 24cms. With maker’s care guide, 
authenticity card, dust bag and box. £60-90 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

JIMMY CHOO - a pair of Mitty fl at black over the knee 
boots. Crafted from grained calf leather, featuring an 
optional turn-down top, with a round toe and side zip 
fastening. Labelled Jimmy Choo, size 38, UK size 5. With 
maker’s box. £200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

JOHN GALLIANO - a men’s wool jacket. Designed with 
a black and white square check pattern, front button 
fastening and three exterior pockets. Labelled John 
Galliano. With maker’s tag attached. £60-90 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

KATE SPADE - a handbag. Crafted from blue grained 
leather, featuring make’s gold embossed name to one 
side, with a rear slip pocket, dual looping top handles, a 
detachable shoulder strap, top zip fastening and black and 
white striped interior lining. Strap AF. Measuring 14 by 25 
by 33.5cms. With maker’s care card and dust bag. £60-90 
(plus 27.6% BP*)
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LANVIN - a pair of cuffl inks. Designed with a circular 
outline, embossed logo font with grey paste highlights, 
hinged cuffl ink backs and fi nished with rhodium plating. 
Stamped ‘Lanvin’. With maker’s box. £30-50 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

LOEWE - three bangles and a necklace. To include a 
pendant in gunmetal grey and gold-tones with a matching 
belcher chain, two hexagon shape resin bangles with 
gold-tone sides and decorative screw, one in black and 
one in white, together with a lizard skin bangle. Three 
signed Loewe, one bangle defi cient of maker’s plaque. 
Necklace length 63cms, bangles measuring 10 to 11.5cms. 
£50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Macassar Monogram briefcase. 
Featuring the maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with logo stamped black leather trim, polished silver-tone 
hardware to include maker’s classic S-lock fastening 
reinforced with two latches, with a rigid round black leather 
handle and black cross-grain leather interior lining with 
multiple patch pockets. Defi cient of key. Measuring 10 by 
32 by 41.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £1,000-1,500 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Macassar Monogram Christopher 
backpack. Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas 
exterior and black cowhide leather trim, with two exterior 
fl ap pockets, a reinforced leather top handle, adjustable 
leather shoulder straps, fold-over top fl ap and drawstring 
closure, silver-tone buckle fastenings, opening to a black 
alcantara lined interior. Measuring 12 by 40 by 50cms. 
£700-900 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a limited edition Yayoi Kusama 
Pumpkin Dot Neverfull MM handbag. Designed with the 
maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior featuring an 
overlay of white swirling dots throughout, with vachetta tan 
leather trim, dual slim leather handles, adjustable leather 
side laces, top clip fastening and a black and white canvas 
lined interior with maker’s archive details. Measuring 17 by 
28 by 46cms. £600-800 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Bosphore backpack. 
Featuring the maker’s signature monogram coated canvas 
and natural vachetta leather trim, adjustable brown canvas 
shoulder straps and fl at leather top handle, designed with 
three front zip pockets, drawstring closure, top fl ap and 
buckle fastening. Measuring 12 by 32 by 42cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £400-600 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram vanity case. Featuring 
maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior with logo 
stamped leather trim, brass rivets and reinforced corners, 
top leather handle and detachable leather ID tag, maker’s 
traditional S-lock latch fastening and washable interior 
lining. Defi cient of interior compartment and keys. 
Measures 20 by 21 by 29cms. £450-650 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram vanity case. Featuring 
maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior with logo 
stamped leather trim, brass rivets and reinforced corners, 
top leather handle, traditional S-lock front latch fastening 
and washable interior lining. Defi cient of interior try, mirror 
and keys. Heat stamped initials to front. Measuring 20 by 
22 by 40cms. £450-650 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram vanity case. Featuring 
maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior with logo 
stamped leather trim, brass rivets and reinforced corners, 
top leather handle, traditional S-lock front latch fastening 
with key, washable interior lining, a fi tted mirror and a 
removable inner compartment. S-lock latch AF. Measuring 
20 by 22 by 40cms. £450-650 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alzer 60 hard suitcase. 
Designed with a solid rigid frame, featuring maker’s classic 
monogram coated canvas exterior with logo stamped 
trim, rolled leather top handle with a detachable leather 
ID tag, brass rivets and reinforced corners, S-lock central 
fastening with latches at either side and washable interior 
lining with two support straps. Defi cient of interior tray and 
key. Heat stamped initials to front. Measuring 21 by 41 by 
60cms. £750-950 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alzer 65 hard suitcase. 
Designed with a solid rigid frame, featuring maker’s classic 
monogram coated canvas exterior with logo stamped 
trim, rolled leather top handle with a detachable leather 
ID tag, brass rivets and reinforced corners, S-lock central 
fastening with key and latches at either side, washable 
interior lining and a removable interior tray with support 
straps. Measuring 21.5 by 44 by 65cms. £800-1,200 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alzer 75 hard suitcase. 
Designed with a solid rigid frame, featuring maker’s classic 
monogram coated canvas exterior with logo stamped 
trim, rolled leather top handle with a detachable leather 
ID tag, brass rivets and reinforced corners, S-lock central 
fastening with key and latches at either side, washable 
interior lining and two support straps. Defi cient of interior 
tray. Measuring 17.5 by 49 by 75cms. £1,000-1,500 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alzer 75 hard suitcase. 
Designed with a solid rigid frame, featuring maker’s classic 
monogram coated canvas exterior with logo stamped 
trim, rolled leather top handle with a detachable leather 
ID tag, brass rivets and reinforced corners, S-lock central 
fastening with latches at either side and washable interior 
lining with two support straps. Defi cient of interior tray and 
key. Heat stamped initials to front. Measuring 17.5 by 49 
by 75cms. £900-1,400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alzer 80 hard suitcase. 
Designed with a solid rigid frame, featuring maker’s classic 
monogram coated canvas exterior with logo stamped 
trim, rolled leather top handle with a detachable leather 
ID tag, brass rivets and reinforced corners, S-lock central 
fastening with key and latches at either side, washable 
interior lining with two support straps. Defi cient of interior 
tray. Measuring 25 by 51 by 80cms. £1,200-1,800 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alzer 80 hard suitcase. 
Designed with a solid rigid frame, featuring maker’s classic 
monogram coated canvas exterior with logo stamped 
trim, rolled leather top handle with a detachable leather 
ID tag, brass rivets and reinforced corners, S-lock central 
fastening with latches at either side, washable interior 
lining with two support straps. Defi cient of interior tray and 
keys. Heat stamped initials to front. Measuring 25 by 51 by 
80cms. £1,000-1,500 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Satellite 70 suitcase. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior, natural cowhide leather trim, two secure buckle 
straps, a rigid leather top handle, double wraparound zip 
fastening, beige washable interior lining with a large slip 
pocket and elastic garment straps. Measuring 15 by 48 by 
70cms. £650-850 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Keepall 55 luggage bag. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior and natural leather trim, rolled leather top handles, 
detachable leather ID tag, gold-tone hardware and 
double top zip fastening. With padlock, defi cient of keys.  
Measuring 25 by 30 by 55cms. £240-340 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Eole 60 rolling duffl e 
bag. Designed with maker’s monogram coated canvas 
exterior, with natural vachetta tan leather top handles and 
trim, gold-tone hardware, one exterior zip pocket, anti-skid 
wheels on one side and a hidden retractable handle on the 
other, double top zip fastening and brown canvas interior 
lining. Measuring 32 by 35 by 60cms. £600-800 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Sirius 70 suitcase. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior, natural cowhide leather trim, two looping leather 
top handles, double wraparound zip fastening, beige 
washable interior lining with a large slip pocket and elastic 
garment straps. Measuring 22 by 50 by 70cms. £450-650 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Bosphore Trolley 
50 rolling travel case. Designed with maker’s classic 
monogram coated canvas exterior with natural tan leather 
trim, featuring a full-length vertical zip pocket and a 
horizontal slip pocket to the front, an extended side zip 
pocket, a retractable pulley handle and optional top leather 
handle, detachable ID tag, double wraparound front zip 
fastening with padlock and keys, a nylon lined interior and 
an anti-skid wheeled base. Heat stamped initials to ID tag. 
Measuring 17 by 35 by 45cms. £750-950 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Keepall Bandoulière 50 luggage bag. 
Featuring the maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior and natural vachetta leather trim, rolled leather 
top handles, detachable crossbody strap with shoulder 
patch, gold-tone hardware and double top zip fastening. 
Measuring 22 by 28 by 50cms. £300-400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Saumur 25 handbag. 
Crafted in maker’s signature monogram canvas, with 
vachetta cowhide leather trim, including an adjustable 
shoulder strap and multiple belt straps, featuring two main 
compartments with top fl ap closures and single buckle 
front and back fastenings. Measuring 10 by 21 by 27.5cms. 
£200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alma handbag. Designed 
with a monogram coated canvas exterior, smooth vachetta 
cowhide leather base and trim, double rolled leather top 
handles and a double wraparound zip fastening. With 
padlock, defi cient of key. Measuring 15 by 23 by 30.5cms. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Keepall 50 luggage bag. 
Featuring the maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
exterior and natural vachetta leather trim, rolled leather top 
handles, gold-tone hardware and double top zip fastening. 
Measuring 22 by 28 by 50cms. £300-400 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Manhattan PM handbag. 
Designed with maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with natural vachetta leather trim, featuring two front patch 
pockets with push-lock closures, rolled leather top handles, 
double top zip fastenings and beige alcantara lining. 
Measuring 13 by 20.5 by 30cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alma PM handbag. 
Designed with a monogram coated canvas exterior, 
smooth vachetta tan leather base and trim, rolled leather 
top handles and double wraparound zip fastening. 
Measuring 16 by 23 by 32cms. £250-350 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Speedy 40 handbag. 
Featuring the maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with natural tan leather piping and rolled leather handles, 
top zip fastening and a brown canvas lined interior. 
Measuring 19 by 25 by 40cms. £240-340 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a vintage Monogram Keepall 
Bandoulière 70 luggage bag. Featuring the maker’s classic 
monogram coated canvas exterior with natural cowhide 
leather trim, detachable crossbody strap, maker’s padlock 
and keys, gold-tone hardware, and single top zip fastening. 
Measuring 40 by 40 by 70cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a portable Monogram Bandoulière 
garment bag. Designed with a monogram coated canvas 
exterior, tan leather trim, single top leather handle, 
detachable shoulder strap, gold-tone hardware, two side 
clips and zip fastenings, padlock and keys, multiple interior 
and exterior compartments with one removable inner 
pouch and branded coat hanger. Measuring 14 by 42 by 
55cms. £300-400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Alma PM handbag. 
Designed with a monogram coated canvas exterior, 
smooth vachetta tan leather base and trim, rolled leather 
top handles and double wraparound zip fastening. With 
padlock defi cient of keys. Measuring 16 by 23 by 30cms. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Speedy 25 handbag. 
Featuring the maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with natural tan leather piping and rolled leather handles, 
top zip fastening, padlock and keys and a brown canvas 
lined interior. Measuring 14.5 by 18 by 25cms. £260-360 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Deauville handbag. 
Featuring the maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior 
with natural vachetta leather trim, featuring a large front 
slip pocket, dual rolled leather top handles, detachable 
leather ID tag, double wraparound zip fastening and a 
washable interior fabric lining with several pockets and 
elastic straps. Measuring 13 by 26 by 34cms. £280-380 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Tulum PM hobo handbag. 
Crafted from maker’s classic monogram coated canvas 
with vachetta tan leather trim, featuring a front fl ap pocket 
with a gold-tone turn-lock clasp, a fl at leather shoulder with 
metal link details, top zip fastening and a brown canvas 
lined interior. Measuring 8 by 20 by 30cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £180-260 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Metis hobo handbag. 
Featuring the maker’s signature monogram coated canvas 
exterior with vachetta leather, a detachable leather top 
handle and canvas shoulder strap, gold-tone hardware, 
front S-lock fastened pocket, lined with brown alcantara 
fabric with three interior pockets. Measuring 14 by 31 by 
34cms. £90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Speedy 25 handbag. 
Featuring maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior with 
natural tan leather piping and handles, top zip fastening 
and a brown canvas lined interior. Measuring 14.5 by 18 by 
25cms. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Bosphore messenger 
bag. Crafted from maker’s classic monogram coated 
canvas with tan leather trim, featuring a front zip pocket, 
adjustable canvas crossbody strap, top zip fastening and 
a brown canvas lined interior. Measuring 25.5 by 25.5cms. 
£200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Cabas Piano handbag. 
Featuring maker’s signature monogram coated canvas 
exterior, vachetta leather base and double fl at handles, 
top zip fastening, one interior phone pocket and one side 
pocket with zip closure. Measuring 12 by 24 by 34cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Speedy 30 handbag. 
Designed with the maker’s monogram coated canvas 
exterior and natural cowhide leather trim, double rolled 
leather handles and a top zip fastening with maker’s 
padlock and keys. Measuring 18 by 20 by 30cms. 
£200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Viva Cite PM handbag. 
Featuring maker’s classic monogram canvas with vachetta 
cowhide leather piping and long adjustable crossbody 
strap, a large front feature fl ap pocket, top zip fastening 
and red alcantara lining. Measuring 9 by 13 by 18cms. 
£100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram document cover. 
Featuring the maker’s monogram coated canvas exterior, 
gold-tone wraparound zip closure and a brown cross-grain 
leather interior lining. Stamped ‘Louis Vuitton, Concours 
D’Élégance, Stowe, July 28th 1990’. Measuring 2 by 28.5 
by 39cms. £100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram King Size Toiletry Bag. 
Crafted from the maker’s signature monogram canvas 
exterior with natural vachetta leather trim, dual top zip 
closure with magnetic snap fastening, gold-tone hardware, 
lined with brown coated canvas and one interior zip pocket. 
Measuring 13 by 18 by 28cms. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Pochette Clefs coin purse. 
Crafted from monogram coated canvas, featuring top zip 
fastening, chain and lobster claw clasp for attachments 
and a brown cross-grain leather lined interior. Measuring 
6.5 by 15cms. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a black Multicolore Monogram 
Marilyn handbag. Featuring maker’s black multicoloured 
monogram coated canvas exterior with natural tan leather 
trim, polished gold-tone hardware, single chain and leather 
shoulder strap, top fl ap closure with oversized press-lock 
closure and stud embellishments, opening to a beige 
alcantara lined interior. Measuring 10 by 14 by 23cms. 
With maker’s care guide. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Multicolore Monogram Ursula 
handbag. Designed with the maker’s black multicoloured 
monogram canvas exterior with natural vachetta tan 
leather trim and gold-tone hardware accents, featuring 
drawstring sides with large clasp fastening and stud 
embellishments, dual chain and leather handles, push-lock 
fastening and taupe alcantara interior lining. Measuring 23 
by 25 by 42cms. £250-350 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Multicolore Monogram Courtney 
handbag. Designed with a black multicoloured monogram 
canvas exterior, natural tan leather trim with gold-tone stud 
embellishments, pleated central panel, rolled top handles, 
double wraparound zip fastening and grey alacantara 
interior lining. Measuring 21 by 25 by 40cms. £300-400 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Multicolore Monogram Marylin 
handbag. Designed with a black multicoloured monogram 
canvas exterior, natural tan leather trim with stud 
embellishments, gold-tone hardware with oversized clasp 
fastening, fl at leather and chain handle, lined with taupe 
alcantara interior lining. Measuring 11 by 14 by 29cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £100-150 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Multicolore Monogram Theda leather 
bracelet. Designed as a black multicoloured monogram 
leather strap with gold-tone buckle fastening. Length 
measures 18cms. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Multicolore Monogram Alma PM 
handbag. Designed with maker’s white multicoloured 
monogram canvas exterior, natural tan leather trim with 
stud embellishments, front zip pocket, rolled leather top 
handles, double wraparound zip fastening and burgundy 
alcantara interior lining. Measuring 15.5 by 22.5 by 30cms. 
With maker’s care guide. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a denim Pleaty handbag. Featuring 
a monogram stonewashed denim exterior and natural 
cowhide leather trim, dual rolled leather top handles, gold-
tone hardware, press-lock fastening and a bright mango 
microfi bre interior lining. Measuring 6 by 19 by 26cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a brown Monogram Empreinte 
Audacieuse PM handbag. Designed with a brown suede 
monogram embossed leather panelled exterior, with 
polished gold-tone hardware, a fl at leather top handle and 
optional adjustable leather shoulder strap, top zip fastening 
with maker’s padlock and keys and a brown striped canvas 
lined interior. Measuring 14 by 25 by 33cms. With maker’s 
care cards. £450-650 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Mitzi Viewwa handbag. Designed 
with a plumb coloured, diamond quilted, monogram 
embroidered lambskin leather exterior, with dark brown 
grained leather top crest and trim, with dual rolled leather 
handles, front slip pocket, double wraparound zip fastening 
and a plum coloured alcantara interior lining. Measuring 14 
by 26.5 by 35cms. With maker’s dust bag. £400-600 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a limited edition gold Monogram 
Limelight clutch. Featuring a metallic gold monogram 
textured coated canvas exterior, with a gold-tone logo 
engraved nameplate to the lower right corner, with a 
fold-over front fl ap and magnetic snap button fastenings, 
puce woven lining and one interior zip pocket. Measuring 
5 by 14 by 23cms. With maker’s dust bag. £180-260 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - an Amarante SoBe clutch bag. 
Designed with a dark purple patent calf leather exterior, 
featuring elegant soft curves, with oversized gold-tone 
LV signature initials to the centre front fl ap closure, with a 
magnetic snap button fastening and one interior zip pocket. 
Measuring 5 by 11 by 25cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - an Amarante Vernis Kisslock wallet. 
Designed with maker’s embossed monogram patent plum 
leather exterior, featuring a coin compartment on one side 
with gold-tone kiss-lock closure and multiple card slots and 
slip pockets on the reverse side. Measuring 2.5 by 9 by 
13.5cms. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Monogram Vernis Porte Tresor 
International wallet. Designed with a red monogram 
embossed patent leather exterior, featuring a front fl ap 
closure with snap button fastening, matte red leather lined 
interior with central coin pocket and multiple card slots and 
slip pockets. Measuring 2 by 10 by 18.5cms. £70-100 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a black Electric Epi Brea GM handbag. 
Designed with a patent black textured epi leather exterior 
and smooth black leather trim, with polished silver-tone 
hardware, fl at leather handles, a detachable shoulder 
strap, top zip fastening and a black cotton lined interior. 
Measuring 13 by 29 by 37cms. £400-600 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi Alma PM handbag. Designed 
with a red textured epi leather exterior with maker’s logo 
stamped to one corner and smooth leather trim, double 
rolled top handles, gold-tone hardware, wraparound zip 
closure and red alcantara interior lining. Measuring 17 
by 24 by 31cms. With maker’s dust bag. £200-300 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a red Epi Passy handbag. Designed 
with a red textured epi leather exterior and smooth red 
leather trim, with rolled leather handles, adjustable side 
belts, top clip closure with two open interior compartments 
separated by a central zip pocket. Measuring 13 by 26 by 
32cms. With maker’s dust bag. £200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi Alma PM handbag. Designed 
with a black textured epi leather exterior with maker’s logo 
stamped to one corner and smooth leather trim, double 
rolled top handles, silver-tone hardware, wraparound zip 
closure and grey alcantara interior lining. Measuring 17 by 
24 by 31cms. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi Arche clutch handbag. Featuring 
a chestnut brown textured epi leather exterior, with a 
detachable leather shoulder strap, front fl ap closure with 
engraved gold-tone twist-lock fastening and one interior zip 
pocket. Measuring 2.5 by 16.5 by 23.5cms. £280-380 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a blue Epi leather folder. Crafted from 
the maker’s blue textured epi leather, with embossed logo 
to one corner, lined with black taiga leather, with three 
interior slip pockets and the maker’s embossed A4 pad of 
paper. Stamped ‘Louis Vuitton, Concours D’Elegance, The 
Hurlingham Club, June 13th 1992’. Measuring 2 by 24 by 
31cms. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - an Epi compact wallet. Featuring 
maker’s signature epi leather exterior in pale lilac with 
maker’s logo stamped to one corner, snap button fastening 
and cross-grain leather lining with three interior card slots. 
Measuring 8.5 by 10.5cms. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Ebene Boite Chapeaux Hat 
Box 50. The structured case, featuirng the maker’s damier 
check coated canvas exterior, with smooth brown leather 
trim, a buckled leather strap top handle, S-lock closure 
with keys and two side latches, opening to a burnt orange 
alcantara lining and an elasticated interior side pocket. 
Measuring 20 by 47.5 by 50cms. £500-700 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Ebene Ribera GM travel bag. 
Crafted from maker’s signature damier patterned canvas, 
featuring smooth brown leather looping top handles and 
trim, with a deatachable leather ID tag, polished gold-tone 
hardware, double wraparound zip fastening, opening to a 
brown canvas lined interior with one inner patch pocket. 
Measuring 30 by 30 by 49cms. £500-700 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Ebene Ipad Air 2 hardcase. 
The slim rigid case designed with the maker’s damier 
coated canvas exterior and brown microfi bre interior lining. 
Measuring 1 by 18.5 by 25cms. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Azur Totally PM handbag. 
Crafted from the maker’s signature damier azur coated 
canvas, featuring vachetta cowhide leather shoulder 
straps, polished gold-tone hardware, two large side 
pockets, top zip fastening and beige canvas lining. 
Measuring 12 by 25 by 28cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Damier Azur Naviglio messenger 
handbag. Designed with maker’s damier azure coated 
canvas exterior with gold-tone hardware accents, featuring 
a large dual fl ap design that opens from snap buttons 
to reveal two large side pockets and a main central zip 
compartment, with an adjustable canvas shoulder strap 
and beige canvas lining. Measuring 14 by 24 by 27cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £450-650 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a limited edition Articles de Voyage 
Malles handbag. Crafted from white and black canvas, 
featuring black printed text to the front and an exterior 
pocket to the rear, dual leather rolled handles, gold-tone 
hardware, wraparound zip fastening and lined with logo 
patterned cream fabric. Measuring 16 by 42 by 48cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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LOUIS VUITTON - a Capucine MM handbag. Crafted 
from full-grain black taurillon leather with contrasting 
pale pink coated edges and matching pink interior lining, 
featuring maker’s initials to the front, a single rigid leather 
handle, polished silver-tone hardware, top fl ap closure with 
monogram fl ower detail, inner clip fastening, three main 
interior compartments and one side pocket. Measuring 
13.5 by 22.5 by 35.5cms. With maker’s product pamphlet. 
£800-1,200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a black Taiga Lozan briefcase. 
Designed with a structured shape in black textured taiga 
leather accented with matte silver-tone hardware and 
smooth black leather trim, featuring double rolled leather 
top handles, D-ring hooks for optional shoulder strap, with 
two open top slip compartments separated by a central 
zip compartment and smooth leather lining. Defi cient of 
shoulder strap. Measuring 9 by 30.5 by 41.5cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £400-600 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a brown cashmere shawl. Designed 
with a jacquard monogram pattern throughout and fringed 
edges. Measuring 135 by 135cms. With maker’s box. 
£120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Graffi ti Logo sheer scarf. Crafted from 
sheer chiffon fabric with the maker’s classic monogram 
printed onto a black background, layered with the maker’s 
orange graffi ti style logo. Measuring 52 by 160cms. 
£70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a Facettes key holder and bag 
charm. The gold-tone faceted LV initials, to the small 
logo engraved rhinestone, with key ring and snap hook 
fastening. Length measures 11cms. £40-60 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - an Inclusion ring and bracelet. Both 
featuring multifaceted Swarovski crystals and small 
metallic monogram logos within the resin bangle and ring. 
Ring labelled size S approximately size J. Diameter of 
bangle measures approximately 6.5cms. With maker’s 
boxes. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

LOUIS VUITTON - a city guide collection. To include a 
collection of city guides of Europe with seven volumes 
including cities such as Paris, London and Milan, all bound 
with red covers and yellow bookmark ribbons with a fi tted 
red case. Measuring 6 by 12 by 21cms. £50-80 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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MICHAEL KORS - a Large Gathered Tote. Designed with 
maker’s cream monogram coated canvas exterior with 
brown leather trim, featuring a gathered drawstring with 
braided tassels, two leather top handles with hanging 
gold-tone logo medallion, magnetic snap button fastening 
and logo fabric lining. Measuring 15 by 30 by 40cms. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MICHAEL KORS - a small Saffi ano leather handbag. 
Designed with a taupe textured saffi ano leather exterior, 
featuring maker’s logo medallion and silver-tone hardware, 
detachable crossbody strap and lined with the maker’s 
patterned fabric. Measuring 10 by 19 by 25cms. £40-60 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

MISSONI - a blue and white three-quarter length wool-
blend coat. Designed with a blue and white herringbone 
patterned exterior, featuring a lapel collar, front button 
fastenings and two outer pockets, lined with a multi-
coloured foliate patterned fabric. Labelled Missoni, size 12. 
£150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MIU MIU - a Matelassé Coffer Frame handbag. Crafted 
from soft black lambskin leather featuring maker’s 
distinctive ruched design to the exterior, with brushed 
gold-tone hardware, two front fl ap pockets, braided leather 
handles, top frame with magnetic snap button closure, 
maker’s signature front clasp fastening and one interior 
zip pocket. Measuring 14 by 29 by 43cms. £100-150 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a large Love Moschino embossed handbag. 
Featuring a logo embossed patent faux leather exterior, 
with matching detachable pochette, gunmetal hardware, 
dual fl at shoulder straps, magnetic snap fastening and 
contrasting red lining. Measuring 15.5 by 33 by 48cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a large Love Moschino handbag. Featuring 
a logo embossed, metallic grey, patent faux leather 
exterior, with matching detachable pochette, silver-tone 
hardware, dual fl at shoulder straps, magnetic snap 
fastening and contrasting black lining. Measuring 15.5 by 
33 by 48cms. With maker’s dust bag. £80-120 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)
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MOSCHINO - a medium Love Moschino handbag. 
Designed with a black faux leather logo embossed exterior, 
topped with dual fl at handles, gold-tone hardware, a 
magnetic snap button fastening and red logo patterned 
lining. Measuring 13 by 27 by 50cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a black Love Moschino handbag. Crafted 
from smooth black faux leather, featuring gold-tone trim, 
dual fl at handles, central gold-tone plaque and lined with 
red logo patterned lining. Measuring 14 by 25 by 37cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a black Love Moschino handbag. Crafted 
from black faux leather and gold-tone trim, dual rolled 
handles and a detachable crossbody strap, featuring a 
gold-tone plaque to the centre and red logo patterned 
lining. Measuring 14 by 25 by 37cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a quilted navy blue Love Moschino handbag. 
Featuring diamond quilted faux leather exterior, with a 
gold-tone logo to the front, drawstring and magnetic snap 
closure, wide fl at shoulder strap decorated with a metallic 
gold appliqué design and lined with red logo patterned 
fabric. Measuring 12 by 27 by 30cms. With maker’s dust 
bag. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a crossbody handbag and a belt. Featuring 
a navy leather crossbody handbag with adjustable 
shoulder strap, top zip fastening and large gold-tone logo 
lettering to the front, together with a black pebbled leather 
belt with large matching gold-tone logo lettering. Handbag 
measures 8 by 22 by 24cms. Belt length 100cms. £50-80 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a ‘La Scala del Teatro di Moschino’ 
handbag. Designed with a burgundy patent leather exterior 
with an appliquéd stage scene made from a patchwork 
of materials to the front, with rolled metallic rope trim, 
gold-tone hardware accents, a rigid metal handle, top clip 
closure and purple satin lining with one inner zip pocket. 
Measuring 8 by 18 by 29cms. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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MOSCHINO - a quilted red Love Moschino vanity 
handbag. Designed from quilted faux red leather, with 
a single top handle and detachable crossbody strap, 
featuring a gold-tone decorative logo to the front and lined 
with black logo patterned fabric. Measuring 12 by 13.5 by 
21cms. With maker’s dust bag. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a Love Moschino clutch. Crafted in a 
structured cylindrical shape, with a silver satin exterior 
featuring maker’s silver-tone logo plaque to the centre 
front, with an optional chain shoulder strap, top clip 
fastening with a rhinestone embellished ring detail and a 
black velvet lined interior. Measuring 4 by 8.5 by 25cms. 
With replacement rhinestones. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MOSCHINO - a red lambs wool scarf. Featuring maker’s 
signature logo to one side and fringed trim at either end. 
Measuring 38 by 160cms. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MULBERRY - an Oak Congo Bayswater handbag. 
Featuring an embossed tan leather exterior, with brushed 
gold-tone hardware, double rolled leather handles, top fl ap 
closure with maker’s signature postman’s lock fastening, 
detachable leather fob with concealed padlock, inner 
adjustable side straps and four protective base feet. 
Measuring 16 by 24 by 36cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£400-600 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MULBERRY - a Congo leather handbag. Crafted from 
tan Congo leather, featuring front leather logo plaque, an 
adjustable leather shoulder strap, top zip fastening and 
one interior zip pocket. Measuring 10 by 22 by 30cms. 
£120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MULBERRY - a Maple handbag. Crafted from rigid black 
leather, featuring a detachable front pouch, silver-tone 
stud detailing, four optional handles, an open top and one 
interior side pocket. Measuring 14 by 32 by 44cms. With 
maker’s dust bag and care guide. £200-300 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

MULBERRY - a Small Freya hobo handbag. Crafted 
from taupe grained leather, featuring an adjustable belted 
handle, a detachable shoulder strap, maker’s silver-tone 
square logo plaque to the lower front, with a magnetic snap 
button fastening and microfi bre lined interior. Measuring 12 
by 27 by 27cms. £180-260 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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MULBERRY - a Scotchgrain handbag. Featuring maker’s 
black pebbled scotchgrain leather exterior, with smooth 
mahogany brown leather trim, a long adjustable leather 
shoulder strap, push button fastening and maker’s 
signature tartan interior lining. Measuring 8.5 by 24 by 
32cms. With maker’s dust bag. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MULBERRY - a small Margaret handbag. In honor of the 
late Princess Margaret’s birthday, designed with a purple 
suede exterior, a gold-tone coat of arms to the front fl ap 
closure, a chain and interwoven leather top handle and 
black suede lining. Measuring 5 by 14 by 20cms. £80-120 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

MULBERRY - a Daria French Purse. Crafted from spongy 
pebbled taupe leather, with polished silver-tone hardware, 
a cut-out logo plaque to the centre front, snap button 
fastening and multiple interior compartments. Measuring 
3 by 9.5 by 14cms. With maker’s box. £60-80 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

MULBERRY - an IPhone cover. Designed with an antique 
blue cross-grain leather exterior, featuring maker’s subtle 
gold-tone logos, with two card slip pockets to one side and 
a blue microfi bre lined interior. Measuring 8 by 15cms. 
With maker’s box. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

MULBERRY - a Congo leather coin purse. The heart-
shaped coin purse, crafted from tan congo leather, with 
wraparound zip fastening and signature tartan fabric lining. 
Measuring 8 by 8.5cms. £30-50 (plus 27.6% BP*)

PRADA - a black Saffi ano leather handbag. Crafted from 
lightly textured black saffi ano leather, with gold-tone 
hardware, maker’s front triangular logo plaque, rolled 
leather top handles, one central open compartment with a 
zip compartment on either side and maker’s jacquard logo 
fabric lining. Measuring 16 by 26 by 36cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £300-400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

PRADA - a red Vitello Daino handbag. Featuring a red 
pebbled leather exterior, with gold-tone hardware, dual 
rolled leather handles, detachable ID tag, snap button 
fastening and black jacquard logo fabric interior lining. 
Defi cient of shoulder strap. Measuring 12 by 34 by 35cms. 
With maker’s dust bag and care guide. £180-260 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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PRADA - a brown Zipper hobo handbag. Designed with 
a brown deerskin leather exterior, gold and silver-tone 
hardware, featuring decorative two-tone wraparound 
zip trim, single rolled leather top handle with detachable 
leather ID tag, snap button fastening and black jacquard 
logo fabric interior lining. Measuring 9 by 38 by 45cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

PRADA - a soft panelled tote. Crafted from supple purple 
nappa leather, with polished gold-tone hardware, a 
detachable leather shoulder strap, magnetic snap button 
fastening and two interior side pockets. Measuring 10 
by 27 by 28cms. With maker’s dust bag. £120-180 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

PRADA - a black leather handbag. Crafted from soft black 
calf leather, featuring polished silver-tone hardware, with 
maker’s hanging bag charm, gathered sides with belt 
details, rolled leather top handles, magnetic snap button 
fastening and maker’s signature jacquard logo fabric lining. 
Measuring 15 by 30 by 34cms. With authenticity card. 
£120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)

PRADA - a white leather handbag. Crafted from full-grain 
white leather with a soft ruched design and brown 
decorative stitching, with dual rolled handles, silver-tone 
hardware, push-lock fastening and with the maker’s beige 
logo patterned lining. Measuring 12 by 22 by 40cms. 
£80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

PRADA - a quilted nylon handbag. Designed with a light 
blue quilted nylon exterior, silver-tone hardware and black 
saffi ano leather trim, featuring two open side pockets, dual 
chain and leather shoulder strap, top zip closure, maker’s 
signature black jacquard logo fabric lining and one interior 
zip pocket. Measuring 10 by 28 by 35cms. With maker’s 
dust bag. £220-320 (plus 27.6% BP*)

PRADA - a nylon duffl e bag. Crafted from black nylon with 
black leather accents, featuring dual looping handles, a 
fl at nylon shoulder strap and double top zip fastening with 
maker’s padlock and keys. Measuring 30 by 30 by 50cms. 
£200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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PRADA - a tan leather handbag. Designed with a 
push button fastening, dual rolled handles, detachable 
crossbody strap, gold-tone hardware, two interior pockets 
and the maker’s classic brown logo fabric lining. Measuring 
14 by 26 by 42cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

PRADA - a men’s leather belt. Crafted from smooth brown 
leather with brown stitch detail, a gold-tone studded 
buckle, central logo and hook fastening. Length measures 
83cms. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

PRADA - two wallets. To include a long burgundy leather 
wallet, with logo engraved gold-tone front buckle, double 
snap button fastening and multiple interior compartments, 
together with a tonal brown leather long wallet of a similar 
design. Lengths measure 18 and 18.5cms. £30-50 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

PRADA - two wallets. To include a small square double 
sided compact wallet and a long zippy wallet, both 
designed with a tonal brown leather exterior and maker’s 
gold-tone logo plaque. Lengths measure 12 and 18.5cms. 
£30-50 (plus 27.6% BP*)

RALPH LAUREN - a large wool leather tote. Featuring a 
black and white wool exterior with black leather trim, single 
leather handle with a gold-tone engraved plaque to the 
centre, with an open top and a tan textile lined interior. 
Measuring 14 by 44 by 44cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£280-380 (plus 27.6% BP*)

RAY BAN - a pair of Blaze Clubmaster sunglasses. 
Featuring a fl at mirrored violet and blue lens, in the outline 
of the original Clubmaster shape with thin black metal 
temples, a beaded edge and imitation tortoiseshell ear 
pieces. With maker’s case. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

RAY BAN - a pair of Aviator sunglasses. Featuring dark 
green lenses of the classic rounded aviator design with thin 
gold-tone frames and clear ear pieces. With maker’s case. 
£50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

RAY BAN - a pair of Wayfarer Folding Classic sunglasses. 
Designed with thick black glossy frames with dark green 
lenses and silver-tone logos to each temple, with a foldable 
bridge and temple feature. With maker’s case. £50-80 
(plus 27.6% BP*)
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RAY BAN - a pair of Aviator Flash sunglasses. Featuring 
blue violet refl ective lenses of the classic rounded aviator 
design with thin matte gold-tone frames and clear ear 
pieces. With maker’s case. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

RAY BAN - a pair of Jakie Ohh sunglasses. Designed with 
large rounded transparent red frames with translucent 
contrasting white temples with silver-tone logo sides and 
light grey lenses. With maker’s case. £50-80 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

RAY BAN - a pair of Wing sunglasses. Featuring a single 
wraparound grey gradient lens, with thin silver-tone frames 
and black ear pieces. With maker’s case. £50-80 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - a snakeskin and fur handbag. 
Designed as an oversized tote with ombré cream to black 
snakeskin panels with black fur trim, featuring woven 
leather chain handles, gold-tone hardware, fold-over 
closure with hidden magnetic fastening and lined with soft 
brown fabric with two main interior compartments. Strap 
AF. Measuring 20 by 30 by 48cms. £60-90 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - a black faux leather Cavalli Class 
handbag. Featuring a quilted crocodile patterned central 
panel, with two padded handles, gold-tone cougar head 
attachments, a top zip fastening and black canvas lining. 
Measuring 16 by 24 by 38cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - a black faux leather Cavalli Class 
handbag. Featuring a quilted crocodile patterned central 
panel, with two padded handles, gold-tone cougar head 
attachments, a top zip fastening and black canvas lining. 
Measuring 16 by 24 by 38cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - a Just Cavalli fringed wristlet clutch. 
Crafted from black suede, featuring fringed detailing with 
gold-tone stud embellishments, a detachable chain-link 
wristlet strap, top zip fastening and leopard patterned 
lining. Measuring 17 by 22.5cms. With maker’s dust bag 
and original tags attached. £30-50 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - a Just Cavalli fringed wristlet 
clutch. Crafted from metallic gold leather, featuring fringed 
detailing with gold-tone stud embellishments, a detachable 
chain-link wristlet strap, top zip fastening and leopard 
patterned lining. Measuring 17 by 22.5cms. £30-50 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - a Just Cavalli fringed wristlet 
clutch. Crafted from metallic grey leather, featuring fringed 
detailing with gold-tone stud embellishments, a detachable 
chain-link wristlet strap, top zip fastening and leopard 
patterned lining. Measuring 17 by 22.5cms. With maker’s 
dust bag and original tags attached. £30-50 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)
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ROBERTO CAVALLI - a Just Cavalli fringed wristlet 
clutch. Crafted from metallic grey leather, featuring fringed 
detailing with gold-tone stud embellishments, a detachable 
chain-link wristlet strap, top zip fastening and leopard 
patterned lining. Measuring 17 by 22.5cms. With maker’s 
dust bag and original tags attached. £30-50 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - a Just Cavalli fringed wristlet clutch. 
Crafted from black suede, featuring fringed detailing with 
gold-tone stud embellishments, a detachable chain-link 
wristlet strap, top zip fastening and leopard patterned 
lining. Measuring 17 by 22.5cms. With maker’s dust bag 
and original tags attached. £30-50 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - a bracelet. To include a fancy link 
bracelet of gold-tone diamond shape links of alternating 
polished and matte fi nish with a pin fastening, together with 
two unbranded gold-tone fancy link bracelets. One signed 
Roberto Cavalli. Lengths 19cms. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - three silk scarves. To include a silk 
scarf featuring a pattern of chains and necklaces on a 
blue background with leopard print panels, another of the 
same design with a white background and red coloured 
jewellery, together with a blue silk scarf with a blue leopard 
print central panel edged with a chain and pearl pattern. 
All measuring 86 by 89cms. With maker’s labels. £90-140 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - three silk scarves. To include a silk 
scarf featuring a pattern of chains and necklaces on a 
blue background with leopard print panels, another with a 
red silk scarf with a red leopard print central panel edged 
with a chain and pearl pattern, together with a silk scarf of 
the same design in black and white. All measuring 86 by 
89cms. With maker’s labels. £90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ROBERTO CAVALLI - three silk scarves. To include a 
silk scarf featuring a pattern of chains and necklaces 
on a white background with snow leopard print panels, 
another of the same design with a white background and 
red coloured jewellery, together with a blue silk scarf with 
a blue leopard print central panel edged with a chain and 
pearl pattern. All measuring 86 by 89cms. With maker’s 
labels. £90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a briefcase. Designed 
with a structured shape, with a smooth brown leather 
exterior, a reinforced handle, gold-tone hardware, two latch 
fastenings with combination locks and a black leather and 
printed fabric compartmentalised interior. Measuring 10 
by 32 by 45cms. With maker’s dust bag. £340-440 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a Vara tote handbag. 
Designed with a black lizard embossed exterior, grosgrain 
ribbon details, dual top handles, gold-tone engraved front 
name plaque, magnetic snap fastenings and one interior 
side pocket. Measuring 12 by 29 by 35cms. £100-150 (plus 
27.6% BP*)
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SALVATORE FERRAGAMO - a pair of sequin ballet 
pumps. Featuring a black sequin exterior in a diamond 
pattern with a sequin bow held in a gold-tone logo plaque, 
leather soles and small rubber heels and lined with soft tan 
leather. Labelled Salvatore Ferragamo. Size 8.5, UK size 
6. With maker’s box. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

STRATHBERRY - a blossom yellow backpack. Crafted 
from rich yellow calf leather, featuring gold-tone hardware, 
adjustable shoulder straps, the maker’s iconic bar closure, 
magnetic fl ap fastening, beige microfi bre lining and one 
interior slip pocket. Measuring 9 by 26.5 by 32.5cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

THE BRIDGE - a large Italian leather holdall. Handcrafted 
from tanned leather, featuring three exterior zip pockets, 
dual rolled leather top handles, with tartan fabric lining and 
one interior side pocket. Measuring 29 by 34 by 55cms. 
With maker’s dust bag, maintenance guide and guarantee. 
£200-300 (plus 27.6% BP*)

TOM FORD - a burgundy Natalia handbag. Crafted from 
lightly grained burgundy leather with polished gold-tone 
hardware, featuring an oversized front turn-lock fastening, 
a rear slip pocket, detachable shoulder strap and three 
main interior compartments. Measuring 5 by 21 by 26cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £500-700 (plus 27.6% BP*)

TRUSSARDI - a Saffi ano Damen trapeze handbag. 
Crafted from black saffi ano leather with single looping top 
handle, detachable shoulder strap, gold-tone front clip and 
top zip fastening and four protective base studs. Measuring 
12 by 20 by 23cms. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

TRUSSARDI - a brown Saffi ano leather handbag. 
Designed with a brown saffi ano leather exterior, with an 
open top, dual rolled handles, detachable crossbody strap, 
gold-tone hardware, three interior compartments and navy 
blue patterned lining. Measuring 12 by 19 by 28cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

TRUSSARDI - a Saffi ano Damen trapeze handbag. 
Crafted from black saffi ano leather with single looping top 
handle, detachable shoulder strap, gold-tone front clip and 
top zip fastening and four protective base studs. Measuring 
12 by 20 by 23cms. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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VALENTINO - a Rockstud trapeze tote. Designed with a 
caramel leather exterior with pale gold-tone pyramid stud 
embellishments, featuring a fl ip-lock closure, dual leather 
top handles and a detachable shoulder strap, cream 
canvas lining and three interior side pockets. Measuring 12 
by 26 by 26cms. £400-600 (plus 27.6% BP*)

VALENTINO GARAVANI - a large Rosier handbag. 
Featuring applied tonal red satin roses to the exterior, red 
patent leather handles and trim, front logo plaque and one 
interior zip pocket. Measuring 16 by 33 by 40cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

VALENTINO MARIO - a black PVC handbag. Made with 
an embossed glossy PVC exterior with maker’s plaque and 
gold-tone hardware, featuring an adjustable thin crossbody 
strap, top zip closure and black polyester lining. Measuring 
3.5 by 18 by 21cms. £30-50 (plus 27.6% BP*)

VERSACE JEANS - a burgundy handbag. Crafted from 
soft burgundy faux leather with contrasting patent faux 
leather trim, featuring dual rolled handles, gunmetal 
hardware, zip top closure and lined with purple logo 
patterned fabric. Measuring 14 by 33 by 39cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

VERSACE - an embossed crocodile leather handbag. 
Designed with a purple embossed crocodile leather 
exterior, featuring two front pockets, pale gold-tone 
hardware, a wide fl at shoulder strap, lined with purple 
fabric and with three interior pockets. Measuring 10 by 34 
by 46cms. With maker’s dust bag. £100-150 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

VERSACE - a white leather tote handbag. Designed with 
a white leather exterior, featuring maker’s large central 
gold-tone logo, dual fl at top handles, wraparound zip 
closure and lined with taupe coloured fabric. Measuring 10 
by 34 by 38cms. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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VERSACE - a fur frame handbag. Featuring a cream 
coney fur exterior with natural cream python skin trim, 
polished gold-tone hardware, front hanging logo medallion 
and buckle accents, chain-link and python skin top 
handles, dual push-lock closure to the top hinged frame, 
cream and brown patterned satin lining and one card slot 
at interior wall. Measuring 12 by 20 by 29cms. £100-150 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

VERSACE - a black fur and leather handbag. Designed 
from soft black leather, perforated with an arrow shape 
pattern with fur detailing, featuring two side pockets , dual 
chain and leather handles, bolt head decoration, gold-tone 
hardware, three interior pockets and lined with a black 
satin fabric. Measuring 16 by 28 by 55cms. £60-90 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

VERSACE - a black canvas handbag. Designed with the 
maker’s logo embroidered black canvas exterior, featuring 
black leather trim, matching fl at top handle, silver-tone 
hardware, lined with lime green patterned fabric and one 
interior zip pocket. Measuring 10 by 22 by 25cms. £40-60 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

VERSACE JEANS - three wallets. To include two large 
brown faux leather wallets of similar design with an 
embossed ridged patterned exterior, gold tone hardware, 
purple fabric and metallic gold faux leather lining together 
with a grey patent PVC wallet with an embossed studded 
logo to the front with silver-tone hardware. Lengths 
measure 14.5, 20 and 20cms. With maker’s boxes. £30-50 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

VERSACE - a black leather Baroque belt. From the 
maker’s Tribute collection, featuring a gold-told oversized 
Baroque buckle with Medusa accents. Labelled Versace, 
80/32. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

VIVIENNE WESTWOOD - a canvas Boston handbag. 
From the Ethical Fashion Africa Collection, crafted 
from ethically sourced materials featuring a orange and 
contrasting blue squiggle patterned canvas exterior, dual 
rolled tan suede handles with gold-tone hardware and a 
distressed orb logo. Measuring 20 by 24 by 40cms. With 
maker’s tag. £60-90 (plus 27.6% BP*)

VIVIENNE WESTWOOD - a silk scarf. Crafted from silk 
chiffon, featuring a watercolour style design featuring the 
maker’s orb logo in pale pink on a blue background with a 
distressed paint splat pattern. Measuring 130 by 136cms. 
With maker’s label, tag and dust bag. £30-30 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)
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YVES SAINT LAURENT - a Small Boudreaux Sac De 
Jour handbag. Designed with a purple leather exterior and 
matching purple python skin accents, featuring accordion 
sides, looping tubular top handles and an optional, 
detachable shoulder strap, an open top with central zip 
pocket, separated by two open compartments. Measuring 
14 by 25 by 31.5cms. With maker’s dust bag. £650-850 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a Small Rive Gauche Cabas 
handbag. Crafted from grained calfskin leather in fog grey, 
featuring dual rolled leather top handles with polished 
silver-tone classic YSL clochette, an optional detachable 
shoulder strap, an over-extended top zip fastening and 
grey suede interior lining. Measuring 15 by 18 by 31cms. 
With maker’s card guide, authenticity card and dust bag. 
£300-400 (plus 27.6% BP*)

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a Mombasa Horn handbag. 
Featuring an olive green suede exterior, featuring a central 
front pocket with a gold-tone crest mounted upon a purple 
suede base, a deer horn handle with bushed gold-tone 
top plate, adjustable sides, a magnetic snap button 
fastening and black satin lining with one interior zip pocket. 
Measuring 5 by 30 by 35cms. £150-200 (plus 27.6% BP*)

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a Mini Mombasa handbag. 
Featuring a dark purple velvet exterior, a carved red 
horn-shaped handle with polished gold-tone hardware, 
a magnetic snap button fastening and a black satin lined 
interior. Measuring 2 by 18 by 27cms. With maker’s dust 
bag, care guide and authenticity card. £80-120 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a red vintage clutch. Crafted 
from grained red leather, with maker’s gold-tone triangular 
logo plaque to the front and top zip fastening. Measuring 
3 by 25 by 32cms. With maker’s dust bag. £70-100 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a pair of fl oral platform heels. 
Crafted from fl oral patterned black leather, featuring a 
woven open toe and t-bar ankle strap with a platform base 
and stiletto heel. Labelled Saint Laurent. Size 40, UK 
size 6.5. With maker’s dust bag, box and spare heel tips. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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YVES SAINT LAURENT - a pair of fl oral platform heels. 
Crafted from fl oral patterned black leather, featuring a 
woven open toe and t-bar ankle strap with a platform base 
and stiletto heel. Labelled Saint Laurent. Size 39.5, UK 
size 6. With maker’s dust bags, box and spare heel tips. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a pair of fl oral platform heels. 
Crafted from fl oral patterned black leather, featuring a 
woven open toe and t-bar ankle strap with a platform base 
and stiletto heel. Labelled Saint Laurent. Size 36.5, UK 
size 3.5. With maker’s dust bag, box and spare heel tips. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

YVES SAINT LAURENT - a pair of fl oral platform heels. 
Crafted from fl oral patterned black leather, featuring a 
woven open toe and t-bar ankle strap with a platform base 
and stiletto heel. Labelled Saint Laurent. Size 35.5, UK 
size 2.5. With maker’s dust bag, box and spare heel tips. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ZANELLATO - a Postina Cachemire Blandine handbag. 
Designed with maker’s signature printed tan leather 
exterior and gunmetal hardware, featuring a single top 
handle, detachable shoulder strap, studded trim, top fl ap 
closure with double twist-lock fastening, two main interior 
compartments and one side zip pocket. Measuring 20 
by 25 by 41cms. With maker’s dust bag. £150-200 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

ZANELLATO - a neon orange Postina handbag. Crafted 
from smooth orange leather, with top handle and 
detachable crossbody strap, featuring silver-tone, studded 
trim, twist lock fastening and a grey canvas interior pocket. 
Measuring 16 by 19 by 32cms. With maker’s dust bag. 
£90-140 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ZANELLATO - a pink leather Postina handbag. Featuring 
a grained leather handbag with pink powder coated 
metalwork, silver-tone hardware, single top handle and a 
detachable shoulder strap. Measuring 15 by 18 by 32cms. 
With maker’s dust bag. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)

ZANELLATO - a pink leather Postina handbag. Designed 
with a soft pink leather exterior, featuring textured 
silver-tone hardware, single top handle and a detachable 
crossbody strap. Measuring 15 by 18 by 32cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £70-100 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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A designer handbag and three designer purses. To include 
a Cerruti handbag crafted from beige canvas and yellow 
leather with an adjustable shoulder strap, together with 
three Furla purses of varying size and colours of plum, 
cream and terracotta. Lengths measure 10 to 32cms. With 
maker’s dust bag. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

Two small designer bags. To include a Lulu Guinness 
patent purple leather handbag, featuring a magnetic top 
fl ap closure with front bow detail and a silver-tone chain 
shoulder strap, together with a Juicy Couture ‘Lost At Sea 
In My Couture’ patent leather pouch, with top zip fastening 
and wristlet strap. Lengths measure 19 and 20cms. First 
with maker’s dust bag. £40-60 (plus 27.6% BP*)

Five items of designer accessories. To include a 
Moschino black rubber phone case with gold-tone logo 
and detachable chain, a Vivienne Westwood phone case 
of Union Jack design, a Christian Dior pink canvas and 
gold-tone bracelet, a Louis Vuitton vachetta leather handle 
fastener and a Bulgari cleaning cloth. £30-50 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

Three designer brooches. To include a Balenciaga Edition 
colourless paste brooch of oval outline, a Giorgio Armani 
pink paste rose brooch, a Dolce & Gabbana black ribbon 
brooch with black and colourless pastes, together with 
an unbranded brooch of similar design. Three Signed by 
maker’s. Lengths measuring 5.5 to 22cms. £40-60 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

A full-length ranch mink coat. Designed with a short lapel 
collar, hook and eye clip fastenings, barrel sleeves with 
fi tted cuffs, padded shoulders, two outer pockets and an 
inner ribbon tie. Chest measures approximately 46inches. 
£180-260 (plus 27.6% BP*)

A knee-length fi tted azurene mink coat. Designed with 
a notched lapel collar, hook and eye fastenings, two 
outer pockets and an inner ribbon tie. Chest measures 
approximately 38inches. £120-180 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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A knee-length pearl mink fi tted coat. Featuring a notched 
lapel collar, hook and eye fastening with decorative button 
details, rear half belt, two outer pockets and an interior 
ribbon tie. Chest measures 36inches. £70-100 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

A dark ranch mink A-line jacket. Featuring a notched lapel 
collar, hook and eye clip fastenings, button detailing, two 
outer pockets, a detachable half belt and two rear vents. 
Labelled B.R.Hawkins. Chest measures approximately 
36inches. £80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

A mink and leather jacket. Designed in a blouson jacket 
style with dark ranch mink fur body and black leather 
sleeves and waistband, with mandarin collar, hook and 
eye fastenings and two outer pockets. Chest measures 
approximately 48inches. £30-50 (plus 27.6% BP*)

A full-length Canadian squirrel fur coat. Designed with a 
lapel collar, hook and eye fastenings, two outer pockets 
and one inner patch pocket. Labelled Faulkes Edgbaston 
Birmingham. Chest measures approximately 46inches. 
£80-120 (plus 27.6% BP*)

A three-quarter length pastel mink fur coat. Designed with 
a short lapel collar, hook and eye clip fastenings, barrel 
sleeves with fi tted cuffs and two outer pockets. Chest 
measures approximately 46inches. £70-100 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

A dawn pastel mink coat. Designed with a notched lapel 
collar, cocktail cuffs, an open front without fastenings 
and two outer pockets. Labelled Norwich Fur Co. Chest 
measures approximately 40inches. £150-200 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)
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A pastel mink jacket and two mink stoles. The jacket, 
designed with a notched lapel collar, hook and eye clip 
fastenings, two outer pockets and small side vents, 
together with two mink stoles, one with detachable tails 
at either ends. Jacket labelled Charles Moss Furs. Chest 
measures approximately 44inches. £90-140 (plus 27.6% 
BP*)

A sapphire mink stole. Designed with two small pockets at 
either end and one interior patch pocket. One size. £50-80 
(plus 27.6% BP*)

An azurene mink stole. Featuring a notched collar and 
two small pockets at either end. Once size. £50-80 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

A mink stole, a fur collar, a squirrel fur stole and fur pieces. 
To include a squirrel fur stole with two exterior pockets and 
a two-pelt tourmaline mink fur stole, together with a fur 
collar and further fur pieces. Stoles one size. £30-50 (plus 
27.6% BP*)

A silver fox tail scarf. Length measures approximately 
200cms. £50-80 (plus 27.6% BP*)
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Free Live Bidding!
Fellows are delighted to announce the introduction of Fellows Live.
This is a new bidding platform where all bidders can follow the sale and bid online for free.
Say goodbye to additional surcharges when it comes to bidding!

Anyone using Fellows Live will only have to pay the standard Buyer’s Premium (plus VAT), on 
items purchased using this method.
 
“Our main aim is to make bidding at Fellows as easy and uncomplicated as possible” said 
Stephen Whittaker, the company’s Managing Director. Adding, “Our team has been working 
to create a user-friendly platform, without the additional surcharges levied by the leading 
auction aggregator sites. We have absorbed the costs associated with live and timed 
bidding for our customers because we believe it should all be part of the service. We are 
committed to offering value for money at Fellows”.
 
As well as Fellows Live we have introduced a number of new features to improve the user 
journey:

• Bid Calculator - See exactly how much you would pay when using different bidding  
 methods.

• An accumulating bid basket - know exactly what you are spending as you are bidding  
 live.

• Lot alerts – be informed as soon as an item you are interested in is listed in an online  
 catalogue.

• Complete transparency on other bids – the platform informs the user where the other bids  
 are coming from, whether it is another bidding platform, the room or on the phone.
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For further information please contact:
Jewellery
Heather Bailey
heather@fellows.co.uk 
0121 212 6303

Watches
Laura Bishop 
laurab@fellows.co.uk
0121 212 5506

Silver & Coins
Alison Jakeway
alisonj@fellows.co.uk
0121 212 2131

Antiques & Fine Art
Kevin Jackson 
kevin@fellows.co.uk
0121 212 2131 

Auction Calendar 2018

Check the website for the latest  Antiques, Silver & Collectables auction dates. Dates are subject to change. *Timings are approximate.
The Pawnbroker Watches & Jewellery sale begins immediately after the Jewellery auction has concluded

February  Antique & Modern Jewellery  Thursday 21st at 11am

 Watches & Watch Parts  Monday 25th at 10am

 Jewellery & Pawnbroker Jewellery  Thursday 28th at 10am

March  Antiques, Silver & Collectables  Monday 4th at 10am

 Jewellery & Pawnbroker Jewellery  Thursday 14th at 10am

 Fine Jewellery  Thursday 21st at 11am

 Pawnbroker Jewellery  Thursday 28th at 11am*

April  The Watch Sale  Tuesday 2nd at 11am

 Jewellery & Pawnbroker Jewellery  Thursday 11th at 10am

 Online Jewellery & Costume Jewellery  Ends Thursday 11th at 12pm

 Jewellery & Pawnbroker Jewellery  Thursday 25th at 10am

 The Designer Collection  Monday 29th at 11am

May  Jewellery & Pawnbroker Jewellery  Thursday 9th at 10am

 Antiques, Silver & Collectables  Monday 13th at 10am

 Fine Jewellery  Thursday 16th at 11am

 Watches & Watch Parts  Monday 20th at 10am

 Pawnbroker Jewellery  Thursday 23rd at 11am*
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Fellows Auctioneers Ltd 
Terms and Conditions 

Fellows Auctioneers Ltd carries on business, including the conduct of Auctions, on the 
following general conditions. This includes business with Bidders, Buyers, Vendors, 
consignors, users of this website, and with all those present on the Premises prior to 
or in connection with an Auction (all as hereinafter defined). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The following defined terms are used in these Conditions : 
“Auction” means any Auction conducted by Fellows, either at their premises or 
elsewhere (including any internet-based auctions); 
“Auctioneer” means Fellows or its authorised Auctioneer, as appropriate; 
“Bidder” means a bidder at an Auction, including bidders personally present at the 
venue and those bidding by telephone or over the internet or otherwise; 
“Buyer” means the bidder whose bid was the last bid when the Auctioneer brings down 
the hammer; 
“Conditions” means these terms and conditions; 
“Consigned Property” means the items consigned by the Vendor to Fellows for offer 
at an Auction; 
“Deliberate Forgery” means an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to 
authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source but which is unequivocally 
described by Fellows in the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator and 
which at the date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had 
been in accordance with the description; 
“Fellows” means Fellows Auctioneers Ltd; 
“Hammer Price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when 
the Auctioneer brings down the hammer; 
“Includes” means “includes but not limited to”, and “including” means “including but 
not limited to” 
“Lot” means any Consigned Property accepted by Fellows for offer at Auction; 
“Stated Rate” means Fellows’ published rates of commission for the time being and 
value added tax thereon (also available on request); 
“Terms of Consignment” means any stipulated terms and rates of commission on 
which Fellows accepts instructions from Vendors [or their agents; 
“Total Amount Due” means the Hammer Price in respect of the Lot sold together with 
any premium, commission, value added tax chargeable and any additional charges 
payable by a defaulting Buyer under these Conditions;
“Vendor” means the vendor of an item (including Consigned Property) which is 
submitted to Fellows for offer for sale at an Auction; 
“Website” means this website; 
“You” means any user of the Website. 

2. WEBSITE 
2.1  You may access most areas of the Website without registering your details 

with us. Certain areas of the Website are only open to you if you register. By 
accessing any part of the Website, you shall be deemed to have accepted these 
Conditions notice in full. If you do not accept this legal notice in full, you must 
leave the Website immediately. 

2.2  Fellows may revise these Conditions at any time by updating this posting. You 
should check the Website from time to time to review the then current legal 
notice, because it is binding on you. Certain provisions of this legal notice may be 
superseded by expressly designated legal notices or terms located on particular 
pages at the Website. 

2.3  Unless otherwise stated, the copyright and other intellectual property rights in all 
material on the Website (including without limitation photographs and graphical 
this legal notice, your permission to use the Website automatically terminates 
and you must immediately destroy any downloaded or printed extracts from the 
Website. 

2.4  No part of the Website may be reproduced or stored in any other website or 
included in any public or private electronic retrieval system or service without 
Fellows’ prior written permission. 

2.5  Any rights not expressly granted in these Conditions are reserved. 

3.  VISITOR MATERIAL AND CONDUCT 
3.1  Other than personally identifiable information, which is covered under our Privacy 

Policy, any material you transmit or post to the Website shall be considered 
nonconfidential and non-proprietary. Fellows shall have no obligations with 
respect to such material. Fellows and its designees shall be free to copy, disclose, 
distribute, incorporate and otherwise use such material and all data, images, 
sounds, text and other things embodied therein for any and all commercial or 
non-commercial purposes. 

3.2  You are prohibited from posting or transmitting to or from the Website any 
material: that is threatening, defamatory, obscene, indecent, seditious, offensive, 
pornographic, abusive, liable to incite racial hatred, discriminatory, menacing, 
scandalous, inflammatory, blasphemous, in breach of confidence, in breach of 
privacy or which may cause annoyance or inconvenience; or for which you have 
not obtained all necessary licences and/or approvals; or which constitutes or 
encourages conduct that would be considered a criminal offence, give rise to 
civil liability, or otherwise be contrary to the law of or infringe the rights of any 
third party, in any country in the world; or which is technically harmful (including, 
without limitation, computer viruses, logic bombs, Trojan horses, worms, harmful 
components, corrupted data or other malicious software or harmful data). 

3.3  You may not misuse the Website (including, without limitation, by hacking). 
3.4  Each registration is for a single user only. Fellows does not permit you to share 

your user name and password with any other person nor with multiple users on a 
network. 

3.5  Responsibility for the security of any passwords issued rests with you. 

4.  THE VENDOR 
4.1  Fellows shall act as agent of the Vendor only. Any contract for the sale of a Lot 

will be formed between the Vendor and the Buyer. 
4.2  The Vendor warrants and represents to Fellows and the Buyer that the Vendor 

is the sole and true owner of the Consigned Property or is properly authorised 
by the sole and true owner to consign it for sale and is able to transfer good 
and marketable title to the property free from any third party claims. The 
Vendor warrants and representatives that the Vendor has revealed all pertinent 
information that the Vendor possesses about the items, including in relation to 
any repairs or alterations that may have been carried out. The Vendor shall 
indemnify Fellows and the Buyer against any loss and expense caused by any 
breach of this clause 4.2. 

4.3  The Vendor shall be entitled to place prior to the Auction a reserve on any Lot, 
being the minimum Hammer Price at which Lot may be sold. Reserves must be 
reasonable and Fellows may decline to offer goods which in Fellows’ opinion 
would be subject to an unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry 
the storage and insurance charges stipulated in the terms of consignment). 
Reserves will not be accepted on items with a bottom estimate less than £300. 
The Auctioneer also reserves the right not to accept items which they deem to 
be unsuitable for Auction. Any estimate given shall be an opinion and is not an 
undertaking of any kind. 

4.4  A reserve once set cannot be changed except with the written prior consent of 
Fellows.

4.5 Where a reserve has been placed only Fellows may bid on behalf of the Vendor. 
4.6  The Vendor authorises Fellows to deduct commission from any sold items at a 

rate of 15% (plus VAT) on any item with a hammer price of £3,000 (or under) 
or 12.5% (plus VAT) on items over £3,000. Loss or liability for damage will be 
charged at a rate of 1.5% (plus VAT) calculated on the hammer price. A Marketing 
fee of £10 (plus VAT) will be charged for each Lot, if unsold we will charge a 
nominal handling fee of £5 (plus VAT). All items below £35 are subject to a 
minimum fee of £5 (plus VAT) per Lot. 

4.7  Fellows will pay the Hammer Price achieved for the Lot (less its commission and 
applicable fees in accordance with clauses 4.6, 9.2 and 9.3),to the Vendor on 
receipt of payment of the Total Amount Due in full by the Buyer. 



4.8  The Vendor authorises Fellows in their discretion to negotiate a sale by private 
treaty in the case of a Lot unsold at Auction, in which case the same charges will 
be payable as if the Lot had been sold at Auction. 

4.9  Fellows do not themselves undertake the collection of any items but may, as the 
Vendor’s agent, instruct a contractor on behalf of the Vendor. Fellows accepts no 
liability for the actions of such contractor who contracts with the Vendor direct. 

4.10 Fellows disclaims all liability for items delivered to their saleroom without sufficient 
sale instructions, and reserves the right to make a minimum warehousing charge 
of [£1.00] per item per day. Unsold items are subject to the same charges if 
the Vendor does not remove them within a reasonable time of notification. If 
not removed within three weeks Fellows reserves the right to sell the items and 
defray charges from any net proceeds of sale or at the Vendor›s expense to 
consign them to the local authority for disposal. Fellows disclaims any liability for 
default by the Buyer or for paying out the Vendor before receiving payment by the 
Buyer. 

4.11 Subject to clause 4.9, Fellows holds all items on their premises and in their 
custody covered against the risks of fire, burglary and water damage on the 
scale of charges notified in the terms of consignment and payable by the Vendor 
up to the date of any sale and (in Fellows› discretion) the Buyer thereafter until 
collection. 

4.12  The right of Fellows to bid on behalf of the Vendor is expressly reserved. The 
Vendor acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these 
Conditions in their entirety and on the Terms of Consignment as notified to 
consignors at the time of the entry of the Lot. 

4.13 The Auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of any item that in their opinion is 
unsaleable. Items, including electrical goods and soft furnishings, which do not 
comply with current legislation will not be offered at Auction. 

4.14 Any items unsold after an Auction will be reoffered in a subsequent Auction at a 
reduced reserve to be agreed within seven days. The Auctioneer may request 
the removal of an item if a reduced price cannot be agreed; items not removed 
within 14 days will be subject to a storage charge. 

4.15 A charge of 10% (plus VAT) based on the middle estimate – plus any other 
charges incurred – may be levied for any Lot withdrawn by the Vendor from offer 
at an Auction. If the item has to be returned by post (or any other method) the 
Vendor will be responsible for this charge. These charges are to be paid before 
the item is returned. 

4.16 By submitting the item to Fellows for offer at Auction, the Vendor agrees to the 
Terms of Consignment and authorises Fellows to deduct the specified charges. 

5. PUBLICITY 
5.1 Any catalogue and buyer guides are provided for information only and do not 

form part of these Conditions. The catalogue and the buyer guides may contain 
additional terms and conditions. 

5.2  Fellows reserve the right to use any photographs, background information, and 
research for publicity purposes both before and after the sale. 

6. THE AUCTION 
6.1  Any Auction shall be conducted at the absolute discretion of the Auctioneer. 
6.2 The Auctioneer shall conduct the Auction with reasonable skill and care. 

For example, what constitutes a bid shall be at the absolute discretion of the 
Auctioneer, acting with reasonable skill and care. 

6.3  The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any bid which does not exceed the 
previous bid by at least 10% or by such greater proportion as the Auctioneer shall 
in his or her absolute discretion direct. 

6.4  Where two or more bids at the same level are simultaneously received by the 
Auctioneer, the Auctioneer at his absolute discretion shall determine which bid 
to prefer. Subject to the foregoing, where two or more bids at the same level 
are simultaneously received by the Auctioneer, any bid by a Bidder personally 
present at an Auction shall take preference over any bid submitted by telephone 
or over the internet. Any bid made or attempted by telephone or over the internet 
shall be deemed to have been made only if received by the Auctioneer. 

6.5  Fellows shall have the right, at its absolute discretion, to refuse admission to its 
premises or attendance at (or participation in) any Auction by any person. 

7.  BIDDERS 
7.1  Bidders may be required to register their particulars. Bidders attending in person 

may be required to satisfy Fellows’ security arrangements before entering any 
part of the premises to view or bid. 

7.2  You accept full liability for all bids submitted via your My Fellows account. Once 
a bid has been made by a Bidder on our website, the bid can be lowered or 
increased up until 9am on the day of the auction. You must sign into your My 
Fellows account to do this and you will receive an email confirmation for any 
changes made. 

 Should a bid be placed in error on the website you must contact Fellows 
immediately. Failure to contact Fellows before the auction takes place will result 
in liability for the full payment of the item. 

7.3 Subject to clause 6.3, the highest Bidder at the Hammer Price shall be the Buyer. 
Any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the Auctioneer’s absolute discretion. 

7.4  Bidders are deemed to act as principals unless there is a written prior 
acknowledgement by Fellows that a Bidder is acting as an agent for a named 
principal. 

7.5  Bidders are strongly encouraged to attend the Auction in person. Bidders shall 
be responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be deemed 
to have carefully inspected and satisfied themselves as to its condition. Neither 
Fellows nor its employees or agents shall be responsible for any neglect or 
default in doing or failing to do so. 

7.6  Bidders are given ample opportunities to view and inspect before any sale and 
prospective Buyers must satisfy themselves as to all such matters. Neither 
Fellows or its employees or agents nor the Vendor accept liability for the 
correctness of such opinions and all conditions and warranties, express, implied 
or statutory are hereby excluded. 

8.  THE BUYER 
8.1 Immediately a Lot is sold, the Buyer shall: 
(a)  give to Fellows their name and address and, if requested proof of identity, and 
(b) pay to Fellows the Total Amount Due. 
8.2  [Fellows may, at its absolute discretion, agree credit terms with the Buyer before 

an Auction under which the Buyer may be entitled to take possession of Lots up 
to an agreed value in advance of payment by a stipulated future date of the Total 
Amount Due.] 

8.3 Cheques shall not be acceptable by Fellows (unless Fellows in its absolute 
discretion permits payment by such method) nor are third party references 
or credit facilities with other Auction houses. If a cheque is tendered Fellows 
reserves the right to instruct its bank to check the Buyer’s status and account 
balance before exercising any discretion. Any credit arrangement must be settled 
at least 4 days before the relevant sale. Any permitted payment by credit card 
shall carry an extra charge to the Buyer of such percentage of the Total Amount 
Due as is displayed on the premises. 

8.4 Any payments by a Buyer to Fellows may be applied by Fellows towards any 
sums owing from that Buyer to Fellows on any account whatever without regard 
to any directions of the Buyer or his agent, whether express or implied. 

9. THE PURCHASE PRICE
9.1 On the first £100,000 of the Hammer Price (of any individual Lot) the buyer will 

pay the Hammer Price and a premium of 23% (Plus VAT). The said premium not 
being negotiable and payable by ALL Buyers. The Vendor authorises Fellows to 
retain benefi cially the premium payable by Buyers. Value Added Tax is charged 
at the rate prevailing by law at the date of sale.

9.2 On the excess over £100,000 of the Hammer Price (of any individual Lot), 
the Buyer will pay the Hammer Price and a premium of 15% (plus VAT). The 
said premium not being negotiable and payable by ALL Buyers. The Vendor 
authorises Fellows to retain benefi cially the premium payable by Buyers. Value 
Added Tax is charged at the rate prevailing by law at the date of sale.

9.3 Value Added Tax on the Hammer Price is imposed on all items affixed with an 
asterisk thus - *.

9.4 Buyers will pay a commission charge of an additional 4.95% + VAT of the hammer
 price if lots are successfully purchased online via the-saleroom.com or 3% via  

Fellows’ live bidding facility. Buyers using Easy Live Auction can choose whether 
to pay a live bidding charge of 3% + VAT of the hammer price, or a fi xed fee of 



£3 per sale. Buyers will pay a commission charge of an additional 5% + VAT of 
the hammer price if lots are successfully purchased online via Live Auctioneers.

9.5 Non UK or EU VAT registered buyers can have most 
 classes of VAT refunded on their purchases - please 
 note that auctioneers are under no obligation to provide VAT refunds, although 

many will offer this service. HMRC are the ultimate refunding authority. VAT 
refunds are subject to provision of statutory export/import documentation. HMRC 
have decreed that VAT on buyer’s premium is always payable whether the buyer 
is domiciled in the UK, the EU or outside the EU or wherever the goods are to 
be sent.  So auctioneers cannot refund VAT on buyer’s premium if the goods are 
sold under normal VAT rules.

10.  TITLE AND COLLECTION OF PURCHASES 
10.1 The ownership of any Lot purchased shall not pass to the relevant Buyer until 

they have made payment in full to Fellows of the Total Amount Due. 
10.2  Buyers shall at their own risk and expense take away any Lot that they have 

purchased and paid for not later than 2 working days following the day of the 
Auction after which they shall be responsible for any removal, storage and 
insurance charges. 

11. DEFAULT BY BUYER OR VENDOR 
11.1  As Fellows act as agent for the Vendor, Fellows is not responsible for default by 

the Vendor or the Buyer. 
11.2 If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with these 

Conditions, or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, Fellows as agent 
for the Vendor shall at its absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other 
rights it may have, be entitled to exercise all or any of the following rights and 
remedies: 

(a)  to proceed against the Buyer for an action for debt or damages for breach of 
contract; 

(b)  to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by Fellows to the 
defaulting Buyer; 

(c)  to re-sell the Lot by Auction or private treaty. If a lower Hammer Price is achieved 
on the re-sale than that achieved on the original sale the defaulting Buyer shall 
be liable for the difference (after crediting any part payment and adding any 
re-sale costs). Fellows will account to the Vendor for any surplus achieved on 
a re-sale, however, it shall only be required to account to the Vendor for any 
resulting deficiency in the event that it receives payment of such sum in full from 
the defaulting Buyer. 

(d)  to remove, store and insure the Lot at the expense of the defaulting Buyer and, 
in the case of storage, either at Fellows’ premises or elsewhere; 

(e)  to charge interest at a rate not exceeding [1.5%] per month on the total amount 
due to the extent it remains unpaid for more than 2 working days after the sale; 

(f)  to retain that or any other Lot sold to the defaulting Buyer until that Buyer pays 
the total amount due; 

(g)  to reject or ignore bids from the defaulting Buyer at future Auctions or to impose 
conditions before any such bids shall be accepted; 

(h)  to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to the 
defaulting Buyer towards the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise 
a lien on any of the Buyer’s property in Fellows’ possession for any purpose. 

12.  DELIBERATE FORGERIES 
12.1  Subject to clause 12.2, any representation or statement by Fellows (including 

in any catalogue) as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, 
condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion only. Prospective 
Buyers are given ample opportunities to view and inspect before any sale and 
prospective Buyers must satisfy themselves as to all such matters. Neither 
Fellows or its employees or agents nor the Vendor accept liability for the 
correctness of such opinions and all conditions and warranties, express, implied 
or statutory are hereby excluded. 

12.2 Any Lot which proves to be a Deliberate Forgery may be returned to Fellows by 
the Buyer within 21 days of the Auction provided it is in the same condition as 
when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the relevant 

catalogue description and a written statement of defects. If Fellows is satisfied 
from the evidence presented that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery Fellows 
shall refund the money paid by the Buyer for the Lot (but not the amount of 
any consequential loss, damages, expenses or interest) provided that (1) if the 
catalogue description reflected the accepted view of scholars and experts as at 
the date of sale or (2) the Buyer personally is not able to transfer a good and 
marketable title to Fellows. 

13. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY 
13.1 All members of the public on the premises are there at their own risk and must 

note the lay-out of the accommodation and security arrangements. 
13.2 Any indemnity under these Conditions shall extend to all actions, costs, expenses, 

claims and demands whatsoever suffered or incurred by the person entitled to 
the benefit of it and Fellows declares itself to be a trustee of the benefit of every 
such indemnity so far as it is expressed to be for the benefit of its employees and 
agents. 

13.3 While Fellows endeavours to ensure that the information on the Website is 
correct, Fellows does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the material 
on the Website. Fellows may make changes to the material on the Website, or to 
the products and prices described in it, at any time without notice. The material 
on the Website may be out of date, and Fellows makes no commitment to update 
such material. 

13.4 The material on the Website is provided “as is”, without any conditions, warranties 
or other terms of any kind. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by law, 
Fellows provides you with the Website on the basis that Fellows excludes all 
representations, warranties, conditions and other terms which, but for this legal 
notice, might have effect in relation to the Website. 

14.  GENERAL 
14.1 Any notice to any Buyer, Vendor, Bidder or viewer may be given by first class 

mail or email in which case it shall be deemed to have been received by the 
addressee 48 hours after posting or sending. All notices to Fellows must be sent 
in writing and email is not acceptable. 

14.2 Any indulgence extended to any person by Fellows notwithstanding the strict 
terms of these Conditions or the Terms of Consignment shall affect the position at 
the relevant time only and in respect of that particular concession only; in all other 
respects these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect. 

14.3  These Conditions and any disputes or claims arising out of or in connection with it 
or their subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) 
are governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England. 

14.4 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England have exclusive 
jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim that arises out of or in connection with 
the Agreement or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual 
disputes or claims). 

15.  SHIPPING 
15.1 We offer a tracked and insured shipping service for all items with the exception of 

those in our Antiques, Silver & Collectables sales. 
15.2 Items posted outside of the UK will incur a £30 charge 
15.3 Within the UK, hammer totals under £100 will incur a £10 charge
15.4 Hammer totals over £100 will incur a £20 charge
15.5 Larger items, as well as those exceeding a value of £20,000 or weighing in 

excess of 2kg may be subject to additional fees
15.6 If you have recently moved or wish to have your items sent to a different address, 

please contact us prior to the sale. We cannot accept alternative addresses for 
first-time buyers and your items will be sent the address on the ID/payment card. 
If you pay by bank transfer we can ship to any worldwide address of your choice.
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Catalogue Subscription Service

If you would like to receive catalogues on a regular basis, please mark the appropriate category
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£35Watches & Watch Parts
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All of the above catalogues are available to view FREE of charge on our website www.fellows.co.uk

Name (Block Capitals)

Address (Block Capitals)

Post Code       Telephone

Signature       Date

Email

Jewellery
24 catalogues per year
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95Please check your bids

Monday 25th January 2016 
Vintage Jewellery & Accessories

The bids will be executed as cheaply as is permitted by 
other bids in the room or reserves.

I have read and agree to comply with the Conditions of 
Sale as printed in the catalogue.

Any account for items purchased on my behalf will be 
settled within 24 hours of the sale and the items collected 
within two days of sale.

Please complete in block capitals.

Please bid on my behalf for the lot(s) shown below. 

Lot Price Lot Price Lot Price Lot Price

Commission Bidding Slip

£50 - £100 £5 increments
£100 - £200 £10 increments
£200 - £1000 £20 increments
£1000 - £10,000 £100 increments
Over £10,000 £1000 increments

Buyer’s Premium Please note the bidding increments

Name

Address

    Postcode

Telephone

Email

Signed    Date 

Any bids shown not complying with these 
increments will be ROUNDED UP to the next 
increment.

The buyer’s premium is 20% (+ VAT) or 24% (VAT inclusive) on the first £50,000 of any individual 
lot. For any individual lot in excess of £50,000, the buyer’s premium is 10% (+ VAT) or 
12% (VAT inclusive). 

Lots prexed with * will carry VAT at 20% on the hammer price.

Monday 18th February 2018 at 11am
The Designer Collection

Buyer’s Premium Please note the bidding increments 
The buyer’s premium is 23% (+ VAT) or 27.6% (VAT inclusive) on the first 
£100,000 of any individual lot. For any individual lot in excess of £100,001
the buyer’s premium is 15% (+ VAT) or 18% (VAT inclusive).

Lots prefixed with * will carry VAT at 20% on the hammer price.

Please note the bidding increments  
£50 - £100  £5 increments  
£100 - £200  £10 increments  
£200 - £1000  £20 increments  
£1000 - £10,000  £100 increments
Over £10,000  £1000 increments

Any bids shown not complying with these 
increments will be ROUNDED UP to the 
next increment.
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